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Sontag to Speak at Augusta

'

AIDS: Plague, Panic and the Test of
Human Values, a confenmce presented by
the Maine Humanities Council , will be
held at the Augusta Civic Center on Friday , May 8th , I 987 . The day-long event
will offer speakers and seminars on how
society ' s perspectives on health have
evolved over the past century .
The keynote speaker , artist and critic
Susan Sontag, will give a talk stemming
from her book Illness as Metaphor. This
book deals with her own struggle with
cancer anc;i the ways in which our culture
stereotypes the disease . Sontag has been
a vital and effective commentator for over
Jwenty years on such diverse topics as
literature, the arts , ethics , politics and
cultu re . She is also the author of Against
Interpretation , Styles of Radical Will , and
On Photography.
Other noted speakers include David
Herily , Keene Professor of History at
Brown University ; Allan Brandt, Assistant
Professor of the History of Medicine and
Science , Department of Social Medicine
and Health Po1icy , Harvard University;
and Tom F . Driver, Paul Tillich Professor
o
og
an
·
_ Theological Seminary .
David Herlihy , author of Medieval
Households , will present a discussion on
the great plagues of the European Middle
Ages and their social and psychological
implications fo r today. Allan Brandt is the
author of No Magic Bullet: A Social
History of Veneral Disease in the U.S.
Since 1880. Professor Brandt will d_iscuss
the emergence of the AIDS epidemic in a
historical and cultural light. ·Tom F . Driver
is the author of Patterns of Grace: Human
Experience as the Word of God and
Romantic Quest and Modem Query: A
History of the Mo'dern Theater. Professor
Driver will examine the roles and responsibilities of the church and how AIDS
chall enges the institutions of our society .

May, 1987

Legislative ,.. Session
Peaks This Month
-

by Brenda Buchanan

The hectic days of the legislative session
have arrived , and May will be )Jacked with
hearings, work sessions and floor action .
Following is an update on legislation of interest t9 the lesbian/gay community.

The AIDS Project recently received a
check for $51. 118 fro m the state Bureau .
of Health to fund the HIV anti body testing
program , the AIDS-Line , and TAP 's
educational work .
Because receipt of this check had been
delayed. TAP had depleted its own
resources to fulfill the requirements of the
· Center fo r Disease Control grant for which
the fu nds were issued. The AIDS Proj ect
will now be able to "pay itself back" while
if prepares to seek renewed fu nding to
replace this cu rrent grant which expires ·
August 31 .
Included in this grant was $10.000
directly fro m the Bureau of Health which
was earmarked for the salary of a coor-di nator of support.services for people with
AIDS and ARC. With the resignation of
Joshua Noble. this position is currently unfilled. However, since halfofthe $10,000
was already spent fo r Noble's salary, TAP
is hoping to secure additional funding

Take." Lesbians and gay men are being
urged to take the day off of work and carpool to Augusta. In the morning there will
be a tour of the State House organized by
MLGPA , and people will have time to
speak to their legislators before the hearing , if they wish to do so .
I

Civil Rights Bill

Artist and critic Susan Sontag
During, the conference , there wi ll also
be several seminars on various topics of
interest and enlightenment. Seminars of- .
fe red include: Individual Rights and the
Common -Oood; 'Fhe, Meral.Qhli@Ndonof.
Health Providers · in Time of Epidemic ;
Representations of Death and Dying in Art
of the 14th- I 7th centuries; Plague as a
Theme in Literature: Then and Now;
AIDS and the Disclosure of Sexualities;
and " Damned People in a Promised Land:
The Impact of European Diseases on
American Indian Cultures , 16th-1 8th
Centuries.
The conference will close with a panel
entitled "The Challenge of Our Institutions" which will explore how the institutions of today are responding to the
challenge of AIDS .
For registration fo rms and more information. write the Maine Humanities Council at .P .O. Box 7202 , Portland , ME 04112 ,
or call 773-505 1.

A public hearing on the civil rights bill
- the proposal to add " sexual orientation"
to the list of protected categories in the
Maine Human Rights Act - will be held
May 11 at 1 p.m . in Room 113 of the State
Office Building . The hearing will be before
the Judiciary Committee.
The Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance is organizing support fo r the bill , and
once again its fact sheet shows a long list
of backers, including churches, professional organizations, social service groups
and individuals.
In addition, the state AIDS Advisory
Commiuee. voted unanimously March 30
to support the bill and send a member to
testify at the hearing. Committee member
Ken Bailey , Associate Mi nister of the
United Church of Christ in Yarmouth ,
made the motion that the committee take
a supportive position on the bill , saying
lack of civ il rights protection fo r gay men
and lesbians is impeding the fights against
AIDS. He said that ml!,ny gay men are
afraid to cooperate with state or health officials because they realize if their sexual
orientation becomes known , they could
face discrimi nation and have no legal
redress. _
To encourage a large turn-out fo r the
hearing, MLGP A is organizing a fu ll day
of events for May 11 , and billing it as
" The Best Mental Health Day You ' ll .Ever

AIDS Project Funding Received
by Fred Berger

IN MAINE

befort it hires a new coordinator . In the
meantime , Gary Anderson , executive
director of The AIDS Project and coor• dinator of the HIV antibody counsel ing and
testing program. has taken over the responsibilities of the support servics coord inator
as well .
Anderson says that the new funding
" makes me feel more secure and allows
us to mai ntain the existing programs at a
minimum level. ·· "We still need money
fo r the support services coordinator. ·' he
said. " I don ' t feel the client needs are being met at this point. " .
The support services coordi nator works
directly with people with AIDS and ARC
who have contracted for services with The
AIDS ProjecL The coordinator acts as a
case manager to assist clients in dealing
with the various state. federal and local
bureaucracies on which they have become
dependent. The coordinator also administers the Visual Aid fund of $11,000
which was raised at the art auction last fall.
. The fund has been budgeted to last one
r

year. Using guidelines established with the
Visual Aid committee, the fu nd is used fo r
direct fi nancial ass istance for people with
AIDS and ARC . Some of these services
include payment of security deposits.
limited subsidies for rent and phone service. and many miscellaneous uses such as
the purchase of special health equipment.
Priority in payments is given to basic food
and shelter needs and Visual Aid money
is spent on clients only after all other possible sources of help have been investigated .
Currently TAP provides direct fi nancial
assistance to seven people, however
· Anderson says that the number of clients
is "ever-increasi ng. ,,
As well as gaining some stability through
receipt of the Bureau of Health money,
TAP's fmancial outlook is improved by the
establishment of a fundraising committee
co-chaired by Steven Gorman and. Vincent
Boulanger. TAP continues to receive
funds. including office rent, from the
Maine Health Foundation and is also seeking new sources of grant funding .

Foster Care Bill
Introduced
A bill that Maine Christian Civic League
director hinted about months ago finally
was prj.nted April 7. It prposes revising the
foster care criteria in such a way as to exclude lesbians and gay men , as well as
other unmarried people.
The bill , LD 1137 , asserts in its " statement of fact' ' that the trational family
structu re is the best on fo r raising children.
It sets out a five-step priority list for placing children in foster care that puts unmarried persons without parenting experience
at the bottom of the lists. The bill also
would --re · uire the commissioner of the
epartrnent o
sonally approve placements in homes of
single, unmarried persons without parenting experience.
:A coalition of groups opposed to the proposal was being orgainized at press time ,
and there was some speculation among
social service professionals that DHS itself
will fight the bill.
A major problem with foster care in
Maine is the lack of enough homes in
which to place children. That the bill is insensitive to that fact was emphasized by
one foster care worker who said about onethird of the youths on his caseload are in
no n-traditional settings vigorou s ly
di!;couraged by the Civic League bill . If
those homes were eliminated or prohibitively dffficult to obtain approval for ,
a lot of kids would be hurt, he said .

Bias-Motivated Crime Bill
The MLGPA-initiated bill that would
upgrade the penalties for hate violence crime&committed against people because
they are members of a certain group - had
not been printed at press time , so a hearing date had not been set. It, too , will be
heard by the Judiciary Committee .
MLGPA is working on this bill in coalition with groups representing others who
often are targets of bigotry-related
violence. such as people of color, handicapped people , Jewish people and refugees.

AIDS-related· Legislation
A number of bills related to AIDS will
be debated this spring, dealing with testing,
education . patient' needs and prevention
strategies. r
One bill requires that persons given the
HL V antibody test giv~ their ''informed
consent" before the test is administered .
There was a difference of opinion among
continued on page 7

In the Best Interests of the Child
No one is really . surprised that Jasper
Wyman, the ·executive director of the
Maine Christian Civic League, ha~ jumped
on the foster care bandwagon.
With the introduction ofL.D. 1137 into
the Maine Legislature, which Wyman in- .· itiated, Maine joins Massachusetts and
New Hampshire on the roster of New
England states- contending with homophobic foster care regualations and/or
legislative proposals .
·
Proposals such as hD. ll;J7, An Act
to Require that Children Under the
Custody of the Department of Human
Services be Placed in Homes with Traditional Family Settings, have absolutely
nothing to do with foster care nor with the
best interests of foster children.
Sponsored by Rep. Jean Dellert (RGardiner), Rep. Theone Look (R-Jonesboro), Rep . Jo Anne LaPointe (D-Auburn), and Sen. \Edwin Randall (R-East
Machias), L.D. 1137 establishes a hierar.chy of placemcrlt options and mandates the
Department of Human Services' order of
selection. ·
Rather· than the standard for placement
being the best"interest of the child determined on a case by case basis, this legislation mandates· the Department to place
children with: 1) relatives, whenever possible; 4) an e~tended family member; 3)
• a married couple, if the first two options
are unavailable; 4) persons with parenting
experience, if the first three options are
unavailable; and, 5) persons without parenting experience, when the first four options are unavailable. Further, the written
approval of the Commissioner of the
Depllrtment of Human Services is required
for any placement other than relatives or

extended family members.
adult male from the type of traditional
- The bill's "Statement of Fact" asserts :
family he finds so holy .
''Foster children are served best when
One principle should govern the placeplaced in traditional family settings; that
ment of foster children - the be~t interest
is, with relatives or in families with marof the child. That must be determined on
ried couples, preferably with parenting exa case by case basis. That has much more
perience and with time available to care for
to do with the ability of an ·adult to profoster children ."
vide a safe, supportive, nurturfog environ-.
Obviously, the bill is modeled_along the
ment than with the foster parent's maritaJ
Massachusetts regulations which virtualstatus or' sexual orientation.
ly prohibit lesbians and gay men from
Wyman, Dellert, LaPointe, Look and
becoming foster ·parents. Our Paper
Randall: When, is the bill to raise the foster
readers should also know that proposed
care rates for foster parents? Where is the
legislation in New Hampshire, dangerousbill to increase funds to the Department of
ly close to passing, not only prohibits gay
Human Services for expanded recruitment
men and lesbians from becoming foster
and training of foster parents? Where is the
parents, but also adoptive parents and adbill to -increase- funds to the Bureau of .
ministrators i"n day care centers.
Children with Special Needs to develop
L.D. 1137, the Massachusetts regulatherapeutic foster homes for children with
. tions and New Hampshire's proposed legsignificant mental healJh needs.
islation are heinous because they 1,1se foster
If Wyman and company were really conchildren to wage an assault on gay men and
cerned about the best interests of the
lesbians.
children, they would know that this state
They are heinous because they further
needs more good foster homes, more good
victimize and exploit an already victimfoster parents, more good married and u~ized population of children.
married foster parents. Foster children
They are also heinous because they perneed more good foster homes. Period.
petuate the lie t.pat children have something
It is time to call a liar "a liar." Wyman
to fear from gay men .and lesbians.
is a liar. Wyman lies when he implies that
The legislation is also irrational. Based
children have anything to fear from gay
on all available res~arch and evidence, if
men and lesbians serving as f9ster parents,
Wyman really wanted to reduce the risk
teachers, day care workers, or any other
to children, he'd require the Commis- ·
child c;aring professional. In fact, we know
sioner's special written approval for any - ~ that if every gay man and lesbian in a proplacement of foster children in a home confession serving children and families were
taining a heterosexual male. But Wyman
to walk out today, the social servic_es
conveniently forgets, or ignores, th~t the
system would have to close down .
perpetrators of child sexual assault are
In a recent mailing to his membership,
usuaUy the child's hetetosexuallyidentified father, step-father, uncle, grandfather, older brother, or another trusted

Written Con.s ent: Yes
It's too bad the informed consent debate is even necessary. As articles in this edition
explain, the issue is about protecting those who go to private physicians for HIV
antibody tests from being tested without their knowledge or full understanding.
·
There should be no debate because people should not be obtaining HIV tests in private
settings in the first place. Alternative test sites exist in Maine for the purpose of protecting
anonymity. To be tested anywhere else is to run the risk of discrimination.
Apparently, many people don't realize that, or don't take it seriously. The vast
majority of Maine people being tested fot HIV antibody status are going to private
doctors, and that unfortunate reality is what makes it vital that there be a law in Maine
that says written informed consent must be obtained from 'people .being tested.
The issue is one of trust.
Should Maine people trust all physicians and institutions to inform them thoroughly
and _accurately about the implications of the test and test results? More importantly,
should they trust all physicians and institutions to even obtain their consent before
testing?
The answer clearly is no. Too much is at stake for the informed consent provision of
Maine's HIV testing law to be a verbal contract.
.
First, about obtaining consent. There may be people administering the test who are
not aware of the significance of the consent issue. They may put HIV antibody testing in
a class with other medical testing and may consider it to be simply "in the best interest of
the patient." Their intentions may be all good. Or, there may be people administering the
test with questionable intentions. Homophobic doctors may test wholesale those
patients they know t_o be, or simply believe to be, gay. In either case, without signing a
consent form, the patient has no control, and may or may not find out the results of the
testing.
Second, the question of thorough and accurate information. We cannot trust all the
people administering the test to know the implications of it. Ignorance about AIDS is
not restricted to the non-medical community. Even the mo~t clinically-informed physicians may not understand the social and political significance of testing. They may not
realize that once they've made a notation on a patient's chart, that person's employment
status, insurability, and ability to rent property may be in dahger.
An informed consent form could be developed by the state that would clearly spell out
in layperson 's language the pros and cons of being tested. It would give people at least
·one opportunity to weigh the benefits and drawbacks. If for some it is a duplication of the
personal counseling provided by their doctors, so be it. Better to give people too much
information than not enough.
Written informed consent would add another piece of paper to a health care recordkeeping system that already is loaded down with forms. But that is a minor concern. The
AIDS Advisory Committee, the Bureau of Health and the Legislature should worry less
about that and more about guarding the rights of Maine people.
A written informed consent provision would protect health care consumers. To keep
the medical epidemic that is AIDS from being accompanied by an epidemic of civil rights
violations, such protections must be writtep into Maine law.
The Legislature must be lobbied on this issue. Immediately and intensely.
(BMB)
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Wyman wrote, " It should shock and outrage ~very Christian in this state that
homosexuals would seek to gain the right
to care for foster children." .
We hope that day care associations, child
abuse and neglect c~mncils, foster parents,
the Department of Human Services, private agencies serving ' .adolescents and
younger children, the professional associations of psychologists and social workers,
and other people serving children in this
state will affirm loudly and clearly for
Wyman and company that we are already
there, and that our presence is absolutely
necessary and desired.
·
We hope that all these people will make
their voices heard to the Huma11, Resources
Committee that L.D. 113'7 is ridiculous
and dangerous to children.
We hope.that Maine citizens will show
Wyman that he has seriously miscalculated
the reception for his politics of hate, fear
and lies.
We hope that Maine citizens will stand
up for what is truly in the best interests of
the children. (DE)
PURPOSE
OUR PAPER is published monthly by th..e OUR PAPER Collective ,
P .O. Box 10744, Portland. Maine
04104 . The purpose of QUR
PAPER is to serve as a voice for lesbians and .gay men in Maine. We ·
wish the newspaper to be a source
of information, support and affirmation, and a vehicle for celebration,
by and for members of the lesbian
and gay men's communities. We
want the paper to reflect our diversity as well.
EDITORIAL POLICY

Dear Our Paper,
We will consider for publi."41~.._1 --~""".....
any material that broadens our
understanding of our lifestyles and
of each other. Yiews and opinions
appearing in the paper are those of
the authors only.
We request. that all material submitted be signed and"include an address and/or phone number so we
can contact the author if editorial
revisions need to be considered . We
reserve the right to edit unsigned
material as necessary. Within the
pages of the newspaper, articles can
appear anonymously, upon request,
· and .strict confidentiality will be·
observed. No revisions or rejections
of signed material will occur without
dialogue with the author.
·
Even though our editorials are initialed, they represent the opinion of
all collective members.
we .welcome and encourage all
our readers to submit material for
publication and to share your comments, criticisms and positive feelings with us. Remember, OUR
PAPER is Your Paper!!! Deadline
for each issue is the lOth of the
month.

Yes, I read Our Paper!
Sincerely,
Cape Neddick
To The Collective:

In response to Liz B~l;luer's plea, here
is a confirmation: "Yes! I read Our
Paper!'.' (The only way I can keep tabs on
"life" in Maine.) You are the community's heartbeat. Don't stop pumping!
T.T
Boston , MA
Dear Our Paper Staff,
I am writing from Bryn Mawr College
in Pennsylvania, and I have received Our
Pap_er by subscription ever since the beginning of the school year. See, I live in
Maine. I love Maine and I love our community, but while I am away you are my
community, my tie to the place and people I care about. I thought you ought to
know that.
Relating to that, I want to say DON'T
CHANGE YOUR NAME!! For goodness
sake, Our Paper has a history, a sense of
home, and tradition, something our community is robbed of by the outside often
enough without us doing it to ourselves.
In addition , Our Paper is a safe name, we
can refer to It in dangerous territory , like
work, and not be castigated. We do not
need another flashy super political
newspaper, we need community. I al!)o resent it that you did not think to ask your
· constituency what we thought about your
name. Or is it that you no longer want to
be Ours?
Denise Tuggle
Bryn Mawr, PA
P.S. I think you ' ve been doing great
things with Our Paper, keep up the good
work!

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions are $12 for one year
(12 issues), $20 f~ two years, and
$30 for three years. Make ·checks
payable to "OUR PAPER" . All
submissions and correspondence
should be sent to OUR PAPER,
P.o: Box l0744, Portland, Maine
04104.
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Fred Berger ·
Barb Puls
Barbara Wood
Dawn Patterson
Brenda Buchanan
Rick Ring
Diane Elze
Bruce Smith
Terri Jones
Kathryn Baptista
Barb Leclerc .
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The Written Informed Consent:Debate
by Brenda, Buchanan _

One issue sharply divided the state AIDS Advisory Committee in its
first year of existence- the question of whether a specific form should be
signed by people saying they understand they're about to give a sample.of
their blood to be tested for the HIV antibody, which indicates exposure to
the virus believed to cause AIDS.
On a 9-9 split," a proposal to require such a form was defeated. Thereforei the Committee's recommendation to the Bureau of Health was that
informed. consent be required, but not in writing. The Bureau of Health
made that part of its Legislative package, which was routed through Gov.
John .McKeman's office before being printed.
However, the debate appears far from over. Proponents of written
consent have indicated in · recent weeks their determination to lobby
legislators on the issue, so it may become, ·a widely-discussed issue in
_
Augusta this spring.
Those who favor written consent say it is the only way to ensure people

are being informed of the implications of the HIV test. It is also the only
J ay to prove that a person knew they were being tested in the first place.
T~\ written consent proponents fear that for a variety of reasons people
will be tested without a ft1ll understanding 9f what is happening, unwittingly setting themselves up for discrimination and emotional upheaval.
Opponents of written consent say the important issue now is informed
consent itself, not necessarily written. They want a bill that will be
acceptable to the Legislature so the law can be implemented as soon as
possible. They are .willing to .trust that people administering the test will
explain it and its implications to their patients; and will only administer it
when they are certain their pre-test counseling has been sufficient to
render the patient's consent truly informyd.
The two positions are presented below by Perry Sutherland, a social
worker and member of the state AIDS Advisory Committee, and Gary
Anderson, -Director of the AIDS Project. More information on the bill
and its schedule in the Legislature should be available by early May by
calling the Maine Bureau of Health or the AIDS Pr?ject.

Con:

-Pro: ·
by P .S. Sutherland
No,·.this would not mean that you would
sign.you name to a document to be kept
on file by your doctor or the state of
Maine.
The issue of written informed consent
has occupied a great deal of time and
energy of the AIDS Advisory Committee
and its Subcommittee on Counseling and
Testing. After hours o f research and
discussion, the Subcommittee made its
recommendation on January 9, 1987, encouraging the Advisory Committee to support the passage of a written informed consent legislative proposal.
Written consent is required in several
jurisdictiol).s, including Massachusetts,
California, New York City, and is pro~ t h i s year's New Hampshire1egis1ative session. The Massachusetts legisla' tion wri~en by Kevin Cathcart, Executive
Director 1of Gay and Lesbian Advocates
and Defenders. of Boston, .who strongly
supported the inclusion of such language
in Maine 's law during a discussion at the
MLGPA annual meeting . Such a law
would do several things .
First and foremost , it would protect the
rights of each of us . Maine has already
seen one situation where a gay man was
tested for HIV antibodies without his consent. (This test did not occur at one of the
state's alternative test sites. ) His positive
test results were subsequently shared with
his family over the telephone, again without his knowledge or consent. fie was then
contacted _at a later tirrie by. telephone, and
told of the positive results himself. Because
he had several "symp.toms" due to another
medical condition , he became panicked
and suicidal, with the entire family moving into a dysfunctional state. -The potential for the same scenario ex ists for each ofus. Sure, there is a trusting
assumption by most that we will be told
of those tests to be pe1:fo.r._med. But his
clearly did not occur in this situation .
Secondly, as was discussed at the February 10th meeting of the Advisory Committee, there is no clear way for a physician or patient to prove that .informed con-

sent was obtained or provided.- The solution proposed was to make a notation of
consent in the patient chart. This raised the
immediate concern of several committee
members, as issues of confidentiality and
access to medical records were recognized as potential problems. Such a notation might lead to inappropriate release of
risk factor status and/or HIV antibody test
results. With this information on fil~ ,
employers, insurance companies, school
personnel, day care administrators , in
other words, anyone who may have access
to such medical records, could potentially
misuse the information.
In the same vein , written consent might
protect physicians and other providers
from malpractice or claims that consent
was never given , as there would be some
concrete notation proving that the indivdual , indeed , consented to the testing
process. Depending on the system established,
written consent might eliminate the need
for- such documentation in the patient chart
(the physician site number + the calendar
date . :+- the time of the interview) . This
notation is reportedly made on the slip
itself, which is sent ~o a laboratory:- If an
even more effective and streamlined procedure were adopted in Maine, the system
might both work to assure confidentiality ,
as well as allow for further education of
those providers ordering the tests. Those
exempt from this mandate would include .
the ·state alternative testing sites , blood
banks, sperm banks, and organ donation
centers.
At the January 9th meeting , following
the subcommittee recommendation , a committee member representing Maine physicians strongly opposed the proposal, noting
that physicians wotild resist such a mandate because of the inconvenience and additional burden placed on physicians . The
issue, again , was referred back to the Subcommittee on Counseling and Testing. The
issue was extensively discussed at the next
Subcommitte meeting , with the sentiments
mixed and recommendation that the issue
be taken back to the fuJI committee.

continued on page 6

by Gary L. Anderson
FQr two years l have been privately
and publicly involved in.the antibody test
debate. From day one, there have been
issues surrounding this test. These issues
have included who 'should take the test,
whether or not testing should be anonymous, how to handle confidentiality of
test results (i.e. who has the right to know
a person's antibody test results) , contact
t radng, reportability of subjects testing
antibody positive (i.e. the government
keeping lists) , insurance discrimination,
employment discrirni,nation, mandatory
v. voluntary testing, etc.
Recently, the Advisory Committee to
the Department of Human Services on •
AIDS , of which I am a member, had a
motion brought before it on another testing issue, informed consent. On the principal that informed consent should be
given by anyone who takes the antibody
test, or who is asked to take the antibody
test, there was consensus in the Commit~
tee. However, if informed consent was to
include written consent, there was a
problem; the Committee found itselfvot- ,
ing right down the middle. I voted for
informed consent; and I voted against
written informed consent.
All of the issues listed above highlight
the complexities of antibody testing. No
one should take this test without first
knowing what the consequences might
be (e.g. being denied insurance, losing a
job, having friends assume because you
had the test you must have AIDS , etc.).
Th7re is still too much ignorance about
this test, and too much prejudice and
stigma directed to people who have AIDS,
AIDS virus infections, or who simply
take this test. There are real risks for an
individual taking this test.
Therefore, information must be given
to any person who wants this test PRIOR
to that person ever having their blood
drawn. The consequences stated above
must be described , as well as just what it
is the test will be able to tell them about
themselves (i.e. only whether or not they
have antibodies to the AIDS virus; not if
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they have AIDS, or will ever get AIDS).
No on~ should unknowingly become the
victim of discrimination. Nor should
they take the risk of becoming a victim of
discrimination in an attempt to get information (e.g. "Do I have AID~?'') that
this test can't provide. Once the individual
understands that this is not a test for
AIDS and that by taking it they c,:an be
discriminated against, then the individual
can make an informed choice to have the
test or to not have the test.
. Informed consent is crucial. It is part
of the process to ensure consumer protection. It should be the responsibility of
those administering the test to be required
to inform their client~ of the realities of
this test. This sentiment was evident at
the Committee meeting.
What was not evident was support for
written informed consent.
Part of the reason this aspect of the ·
issue came up is that there _hav1; been
instances when a person has been tested
for antibodies to the AIDS virus without
their say-so. This has occurred in institutional settings such as jails, mental health
facilities, and substance abuse programs.
Too , ductors may have run the test on a
person to determine whether or not an
Al OS virus infection could have been the
ca use of a patient's symptoms or illne_ss.
In all cases the test subject either did not
know the test was being performed, or
did not know what the test w~s really for
or what consequences could result from
having had the test.
I agree that such use of the test is ethically wrong. Involuntary testing should
not be done. (Involuntary testing with
informed consent should not be done.)
Legislation needs to be in effect to protect against this kind of invasion of privacy . Any such legislation will have to
include that informed consent must be
given. Such legislation, I believe, would
stand a good·-chance of passage ..
But if informed consent had to be written, such a bill would not pass. First of
all, there has to be some provision to
allow doctors to administer the test as
continued.on page 6
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The Foster C~re Debacl~-from Massachusetts to Maine
Sacrificing the Best Interests of the Children
by Elze
The homophobia-driven foster care .
Frank!.in pierce Law Center and spokesatrocity so familiar to gay and lesbian acperson for New Hampsl?.ire 's Citizens
tivists in Massachusetts and New HampAlliance for Gay and Lesbian Rights
shire has reared its ugly head in Maine.
(CAGLR) ; and Ellen Musinsky, Assistant
Ironically , when the phone rang late one
Professor of Law at Franklin Pierce Law
night to bear me bad tidings, I was in the
Center , board member of the New Hampmidst of transcribing the interview I conshire Women 's Lobby and founding
ducted for this article on the foster care
member of CAGLR.
controversies in New Hampshire and
1985 Remembered
Massachusetts, with the primary focus on
our immediate neighbor to the west.
When the Mas.sachusetts Department of
L.D. 1137, An Act to Require that
Social Services removed two foster
Children Under the Custody of the
children on May 9 , 1985 , from the home
Department of Human Services be Placof Don Babets and David Jean , a gay coued in Homes with Traditional Family
ple living in Roxbury who had successfully
Settings, establishes a hierarchy of placeundergone a year-long investigatory proment options , similar to Massachusetts' · •J cess to become licensed foster parents, a
regulations which virtually prohibit lesnew wave of homophobia was unleashed .
bians and gay men from becoming foster
This wave has persisted and spread with
parents.
the blessing of so-called political liberals .
Rather than place children according to
The debacle began on May 8, 1985 ,
what is in their best interest, the bill would
when a story appeared in the Boston Globe
have the Department of Human Services
falsely reporting widespread neighborhood
place children according to the availablity
opposition to foster children being placed
of the following options in this order of
with Babets and Jean . When the story
selection: 1) relatives; 2) an extended famibroke, other media , of course, picked it
ly member; 3) married couples ; 4) persons
up . The order came down for the Departwith parenting experience; and.5) persons
ment of Social Services to remove tne
without parenting experience. Further, the
children.
commissioner must give written approval
Reactions f1 um all sides were swift. The
for any placement with unmarried persons
gay and lesbian community responded
other than relatives or extended farriil y
quickly with a storm of protest that has
· members.
continued throughout the last two years.
If the bill's arrival in Maine -was inUnfortunately , however , that DSS acevitable, its timing couldn't have been bettion., from all reports ordered by Goverter for someone like me who must, as my
nor Michael Dukakis , now a presidential
friends know , vent such dramatic shifts in
hopeful , has had a domino effect in surmy emotional barometer as su"ch news inrounding states. Attempts were immeidatevariably causes . I. returned to my tape
ly made in Massachusetts, New York and
recorder with renewed fervor and deterNew Hampshire to legislate against gay
mination , expressing my anger in the
and lesbian foster and adoptive parenting .
urgency of my pen, hoping the end result
would help the soon-to-be-waged struggle
Amendments Attempted in Bay State .
in Maine.
Calling " a homosexual preference " a
It's not that the bill's introduction into
'' threat to the psychological and physical
the l 13th Maine Legislature was even a
well-bejng of a child , ' ' the Massachusetts
surprise. We had heard rumors. Some of
House of Representatives passed an
us had already been talking strategy should
amendment to the DSS budget, 112-28, on
such a bill appear.
May 23 , 1985, to prohibit gay men and lesIt's that initial feeling of despair and
bians from becoming foster parents .
outrage at the thought of contending with
The Senate soon followed , first with a
yet another assault on our dignity , yet
more vague non-binding resolution that
another set of lies and myths to challenge,
said children should be placed "in the care
but this one even more abominable because
of those ·persons whose se~ual orientation
it victimizes children who have already
presents no threat to the well-being of the
been victimized at the same time that it atchild , '' and then with a rider containing
tacks the gay and lesbian community .
similiar language to their version of the
As a former runaway shelter counselor .
DSS budget. Neither the resolution nor the
and child advocate , and currently a very
-rider included specific reference to gay /lesspecial "stuntie" to a very special little
bian foster parents. The amendments were
boy, I am horrified at the harm such
later killed , but Dukakis had already put
legislation will foist upon children if
into effect a policy which virtually pro_
passed.
hibited gay men and lesbians from being
The scenario is similar throughout New
licensed as foster parents.
England - a lack of sufficient foster
But, says Kevin Cathcart, the executive
homes for children in need , foster care
director of Gay and Lesbian Advocates and
rates too low to cover the costs of raising
Defenders , the Boston-based gay and lesa foster child, kids e~ding up on the streets
bian public interest law foundation that has
or in institutions due to a lack of apbeen in the center of the foster care conpropriate placements, a critic;al need for
troversy, '' As bad as the policy is , we did
therapeutic foster homes for children with
not want legislation which would have
emotional disturbances.
Been more difficult to overturn .' '
Missing is any rational proposal to really help foster lcids, foster parents, and the
Beyond Massachusetts' Borders
foster care system.
On June 18 , 1985 , S6507 , " HomosexWhen the emergence of a homophobic
uals Ineligible-for Foster Care and Adopfoster care bill in Maine was only rumored,
tive Placements ," was introduced into the
Our Paper was blessed with an opportunity
Senate Rules Committee of the New York
to interview three gay/lesbian activist atState Legislature, but thankfully it never
torneys at the center of the fo'ster care
got out of committee.
·struggles in Massachusetts and New
In New Hampshire, lesbians and gay
Hampshire: Kevin Cathcart, the exweren't as fortunate. As in
men
ecutive director of the Boston-based Gay
Massachusytts, New Hampshire officials
and Lesbians Advocates and Defenders ,
panicked when the media brought attention
New England's public interest gay ~d lesto
the licensing of a gay man as a foster
bian law foundation which has a suit pencare facility . The Ma-nchester Unionding against the Massachusetts regulations;
beader, the Granite State's .most powerMarcus Hurn, Professor of Law at
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(From left to right:) Kevin Cathcart, executive director of Gay and Lesbian Advocates and Defenders; Ellen Musinsky, Assistant Professor of Law at Franklin
. Pierce Law Center and New Hampshire lesbian activist; and Marcus Hurn, Pro.fessor of Law at Franklin Pierce Law Center and activist in New Hampshire's
Citizen's Alliance for Gay and Lesbian Rights.
'
ful , and most conservative and
homophobic , newspaper, ran a story on
June 19 about the licensing of Tom Herman, according to a report in Boston 's Gay
Community News. Herman, his lover and
his foster child were the subject of " We
Are J:amily ,'' a public TV special that
aired last January.
New Hampshire's Rep . Mildred Ingram
of Sullivan County , soon submitted legislation explicitly prohibiting gay men and lesbians from becoming foster parents, adoptive parents, or operators of day· care
centers.
This bill , later overwhelmingly defeated
in the House , followed months of con- .
troversy over a non-binding Division of
Children and Youth Services (DCYS) directive issued in June 1985 calling the the
removal of all foster children from the homes
of " practicing homosexuals ." Further, the
directive disallowed any tuture placements
with gay and lesbian foster parents .
Though the directive was not binding, most
foster care agencies were waiting for a formal DCYS policy supposedly in the works
before placing any more children with gay
and lesbian foster parents, according to
Gay Community News.
Eventually DCYS issued new regulations and , much to the surprise of some
folks , the revised rules said nothing about
sexual preference.
New Hampshire Again Threatened
But now for a second.time , New Hampshire is gravely threatened with a bill again
so far-reaching in scope that .it conjures up
images of swastikas abounding in the state
with the motto " Live Free or Die.'.'
House Bill 70, introduced into the New
Hampshire Legislature early in January ,
again by Rep . Ingram , expressly prohibits
gay men and lesbians from being licensed
as foster parents or adoptive parents , and
from receiving adoption subsidy money ,
prohibits anyone who has a homosexual
living in their home from being licensed
as a foster parent, and prohibits gay men
and lesbians from holding administrative
positions in day care' centers . If the bill
passes, gay/lesbian activists say , the
Department of Children and Youth Services (DCYS) will most likely interpret the
prohibition as extending to day care
workers.
Though we may chuckle at the irony , to
lighten up a heavy moment, that this bill
could close every day care center in New
Hampshire, the situation is grave .
'
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Stalemate in Massachusetts Despite
Commission's Recommendations,
Neither has the situation improved to the
South . Soon after the removal of the
children from Babets and Jean , Dukakis
ordered Secretary . of Human Services
Philip Johnston to review the policy on gay
foster homes which , until then , had been
that sexual orientation was not a bar to approval for foster parenting , and that the important criteria was whether the person(s)
could provide a safe, nurturing and stable
fami ly environment.
That policy was soon overturned. Only
fifteen days after the children 's removal,
Johnston announced a Dukakis-approved
policy which proclaimed" that no placement
in a non-traditional setting would be made ·
if a traditional family setting was available.
Further, the policy prioritized a hierar~
chy of placement resources : the child ' s
own home ; relatives; a married couple
with -parenting experience; a single person
with parenting experience; a single person
without parenting experience or an unmarried couple. Use of the latter two opitions
would require the DSS Commis~6ner 's
appro'V'a l in writing .
" It is Michael Dukakis '. policy from the
very word 'Go ,' " Cathcart told those
assembled at the Maine Lesbian/Gay
Political-Alliance's annual celebratory dinn.er. " He put this policy into effect, overturning what was a very good and very
workable policy that had the best interest
of the child standard .' '
Cathcart blasted the Executive Office of
Human Services for formulating the policy
in "10 days of yssentially no reflection ," -··
calling the state bureaucrats "a bunch-of
homophobes who are worried about
newspaper publicity and are willing to use
children as political pawns."
On January 30, 1986, Gay and Lesbian
Advocates and Defenders filed suit against
the state charging the Commonwealth with
violating due process, equal protection and
privacy rights of Massachusetts citizens
essentially barred from foster parenting
because they are single, unmarried , or gay
men or lesbians .
GLAD won the first round when
Thomas R. Morse , Jr ., ChiefJustice of the
Superior Cout, ruled against the Commonwealth on a motion to dismiss the case
filed by Dukakis and DSS . Adding to the
victory was the fact that Morse strongly
condemned DSS in his ruling.
Meanwhile, on another front, though the
Special Commission on Foster Care, ap-

/

pointed by Human Services Secretary
Johnston in February 1986 to review the
state's entire foster care- system, recommended in its final draft that the state return
to a best interest of the child standard, the
bukakis administration has remained silent
on the issue. Further, the Commission's
report , issued in December after .months
of study and public hearings , has yet to be
released by~e Executive Office of Human
·
Services.
"They've dug in their heels on foster
care," Cathcart says , referring to the administration's silence. "They clearly do
not want to release this report . It makes
their policy look very bad.''

New Hampsltfre's Controvecy Examined
Why is New Hampshire's bill such a
grave threat to the lesbian and gay community in 198'7 on the heels of its overwhelming defeat _in 1986?
· New Hampshire's activists attribute the
difference to a much more organized block
of religious fundamentalists and opportunistic politicians coupled with the bill
receiving a place on the Union Leader 's
agenda of legislative priorities .
"Last year the pressure to pass the bill
was minimal ," noted Ellen Musinsky ,
. Assistant Professor of Law at Franklin
Pierce Law Center in Concord , a board
member of the New Hampshire Women 's
Lobby ; and a founding member of the
Citizens Alliance for Gay and Lesbian
Rights (CAGLR) .
A year ago the Union Leader barely
noticed the foster care legislation, nor did
the bill receive support from any reputable
·
politician.
"This year it's the biggest issue in the
state next to interstate banking," Musinsky said .
''The Union Lwder is flexing its muscle and wants to prove it can dragoon the
legislature ," says Marcus Hurn , also a
CAGLR founder and Professor of Law at
Franklin Pierce Law Center. According to
Hurn the conservative daily has picked
t ree other issues this year to influence foster care, the wearing of guns into courtrooms by police officers, and interstate
banking .
Afte'r feeling betrayed when the Division
of Children and Youth Services failed to
prohibit gay and lesbian foster parenting
in the new regulations issued last summer ,
the backers of last year 's foster care bill
mounte'd a crusade looking toward 1987.
They managed to secure the -support of
several big name politicians, most notably
former Supreme Court Justice Charles
Douglas who , says Musinsky , is part of
N~w Hampshire ' s dynasty of old
Republican families possessing a significant amount of political.influence. Rumor
has it he 's also eyeing the governorship .
Gay ·and lesbian activists also believe
House Bill 70 has provided New Hampshire 's fundamentalist right wing with an
issue around which to crystalize . " They
have a pretty classic scapegoat," Hum
observes . " There' s an evil ' them ' who 's
a threat to their kids. They have a righteous.
cause . They can wrap themselves in a

'save the children' campaign without an
enormous number of gay and lesbian foster
parents coming out and showing the real
price. And it's being used as a litmus test
for politicians."

''What foster care brings us face to face with is that
there is still a significant number of people out there who
saY--we are not moral enough to be around children. It's
very wearing to come up against that, especially when it's
from people who have been willing to be your friends.''

Far-Reaching in/Scope
New Hampshire's legislation is more
far-reaching in scope than Massachusetts'
regulations, as it includes prohibitions on
adoption and the operation of day care
center. Hurn says adult adoption by lesbians and gay men will be disallowed as
well .
''The scope of the bill is instructive of
what we've been saying all along - which
is , that the bill has absolutely nothing to
do with foster care," Musi(\sky said. She
fears the logical next step will be a prohibitio_n on gay/lesbian teachers, social
workers , workers in state institutions , and
in other child-caring professions.
Noting how the Bay State's controversy has been confined to foster care,
Cathcart attributes the variation to the different political agendas of each state' s key
players.

- Kevin Cathcart, Executive Director,
Gay and Lesbian Advocates and Defenders
state where progressive groups have little
presenting oral testimony, Musinsky said.
organizing experience. Not only has this
Musinsky and Hurn encountered reluc1obbying effort been CALGR' s first attance on the part of hoped-for alltes to
tempt at grassroots organizing, but, says
become involved and assist with the work .
Hurn, "There is no tradition of .activism
" I would be a rich woman if I had a
of this kind on any issues that I can see in
di~ for every time I've heard , 'I'm very
New Hampshire except on commercial and
busy, ' in the last month, '' Musinsky said.
business ones . ' ' '
The day care association in the state and
The system, says Hurn, has run on good
the New. Hampshire chapter of the Naold boy cronyism and oral testimony in
tional Association of Social Workers evenfront of legislators. The virtual press
tually responded in the eleventh hour, senmonopoly of the Union Leader makes
ding a letter to the Judicrary Committee
grassroots organizing , especially direct
registering their opposition to the bill.
mail campaigns , all the more important.
The day care association had hoped the
Last year CALGR got the bill defeated
bill would die a nice quiet death without
through ' 'intelligent people talking with
having to take a position, as this year
other intelligent people," Hurn says.
marked their first foray into the legislature
However , this year it soon became ap- with their introduction of a bill to radicalparent that such an individualist strategy
ly increase state funding for day care. They
wasn't working because of a highly
feared that speaking out against House Bill
organized right wing.· There was talk of a
70 would endanger their money bill.,_
·
slaughter.
which , Hurn says , is dead anyway.
At CALGR's urging , the New HampHowever , when the foster care bill made
shire Women 's Lobby and New Hampgigantic strides, they became very conshire clergy swiftly jumped on board. Both
cerned about the potential impact on day
groups sent strong letters to every member
·
care centers .
of the House of Representatives , an unAlso frustrating the activists is the conprecedented move in New Hampshire .
tinued silence of the Division of Children
"It stopped the snowball in the middle
and Youth Services. The Division is dividof the hill ," Hurn said. "We went from
ed, Hurn says, with "a weak and frightena near-slaughter back up to almost even ."
ed director responsible to the Governor and
True to form , the Union Leader publishunder much pressure to s_upport the legislaed the names of the 66 clergy who signed
tion ,'' and many other people within the
· the letter, clearly a movement meant to indep~rment firmly opposed to the bill.
timidate. The newspaper also waged
They've also had to defend themselves
several personal attacks in its editorials
against such assaults as the legislator who
against the bishop of the Episcopal Church
issued a press release through the
who also wrote a letter to House members .
Legislative Information Office which said
In fact , any mention oftfie press around
that"the only common bond among male
Hurn and Musinksy provokes a response
homosexuals was their unrestrained lust. ''
of disgust and anger .
An earlier press release sent out by this
' 'Only the Keene Sentinel has given
same legislator charged CALGR with adhonest a~d balanced coverage of this
vocating for the elimination of ail age of
issue," Musinsky said.
consent laws and for wanting to legalize
Hurn blasted the Concord Monitor ,
· sex with infants. "He admitted he lied on
which editorialized against the legislation
that one," Hurn said .
a year ago , for being "th!! tamest cat in
Such actions outrage Hurn . " These
the state. " "-They 've completely lost their _ releases are at taxpayers ' expense,'' Hurn
courage," Hurn said.
said angrily. "No one has suggested he be
The Monitor eventually did an editorial
restrained or censµred for generating hate
opposing the bill the night before the
against citizens of the state through that
House took its final vote which sent the
office."
legislation to the Supreme Court for an adClosets Jmpede Progress
visory opinion a second time.
Gay and lesbian activists involved in the
The New Hampshire Civil Liberties
foster care controversy , like those who
Union (NHCLU) joined CALGR in activelobby for gay and lesbian civil rights
ly opposing the bill early in the process .
legislat1on , are faced with the Catch-22
However , the organization has little insituation of having to convince legislators
fluence in New Hampshire politics. Accorthat the foster ·care system already includes
d ing to Musi nsky , the NHCLU has the
gay
and lesbian foster parents , yet being
potential to be a viable organization .in the
largely unable to produce the foster parents
hails of the State House , but it, too , has
in the flesh .
little experience with grassroots organiz" We ' ve been really boxed in some of
ing , though its membership list of 1,200
our
strategy because we have to talk about
is considered large fo r the Granite State .
these anonymous people, the numbers of
An example of their greenness is the fact
which we cannot document, ' ' Hurn ex that no letter on the foster care issue was
plained . " We ' re forced to argue on the
sent to their membership , although their
hypothetical. ''
hardworking and outspoken lobbyist was
0

A.marcher protests Dukakis' foster care
policy during Boston's Gay and Lesbian
Pride March last year.
" They ' re not trying to touch off a witchhunt against gay men and lesbians in all
areas and in all levels," Cathcart said of
the Dukakis administration. "We have a
conflict ·in an administration that
characterizes , itself as liberal but has
serious personal issues when it comes to
gay people and children .
Adoption hasn ' t become an issue in
Massachusetts because, says Cathcart ,
" They don't have problems with us adopting children. They only have problems
with it being in the newspapers , which
show you the venality of their point of
view .''
Cathcart believes the Dukakis administration will leave adoption alone
unless it becomes a hot political issue, thu:
forcing them to take a public stand.

A Difficult Struggle
Fighting the bill has been difficult in a
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part of a diagnostic work-up . Doctors
who order the test for a patient should
discuss tl}.e test with that patient. The
patient should have the final choice to
have the test done or not. Such a decision
on the part of the patient can simply be
entered into the physician's record . There
then would be no need to have a separate
form for the patient to sign.
For individuals who decide on their
own to take the test through a doctor's
office or clinic, again, the doctor needs
only to note in his/ her file on the patient
that the test was discussed and whether
or not it was administered .
For those who come to alternative test
sites like The AIDS Project, which is
anonymous, it would . be ludicrous to
have written informed consent. We don't
want to keep confidential records on
people seeking information about their antibody status. Especially when we know
that every person who comes in for counselling and testing is informed of what the
test can and cannot tell them and of what
the risks-'are in taking the test (which is
why we are an anonymous test site in the
first place). Our test subjects do make an '
informed choice to take the test. It is
being done without a written form. A
written form will not be an improvement
in our program.
And that's the key . There needs to be
improvement. I;)octors say they oppose
written informed consent because of all
the liaoility issues that ra-ises. Malpractice insurance is already sky high. l have
heard that the legislated written informed
consent bill that was passed in Califor..nia
is being opposed by the medical community (I have not yet heard what their
reasons for opposition are though). I do
not want to see the medical community
in _Maine oppose informed consent because it must be written. I therefore had
to oppose such a motion at the Committee
in favor of obtaining some acceptable
form of informed consent.
.
Again, l come back to the idea oflegislation mandating that any test provider
must discuss the test, its purpose, its utility
for the person, and what the consequences
of testing are. There needs to be documentation that such a diSCt\SSion 'occurred
(e.g. notes in the patient's file , or a check
off box on a pre-test counselling form) .
Perhaps a written fact sheet detailing the
purpose of the test, its dangers, etc.,
would have to 6e given to all test subjects.
Such measures will ensure a greater
degree of.safety for those taki ng the test,
but other areas must also be addressed
before testing can truly be safe for individuals in this state.
There needs to be a strengthening of
the confide.ntiality laws and policies to
specifically address who can have access
to information about a person's test
results , how those-test results can be distributed , and how they can be stored. The
penalties for breaching a person's confidentiality (re: the test) need to be more
severe.
There needs to be pressure brought
upon the insurance companies to not
rider out individuals who have taken the
test. Not everyohe who takes the test will
have antibodies to the AIDS virus, and

H-ow it Works in Massachusetts

those who do will not auto matically
come down with an illness as a result.
Why shou ld they be denied insurance?
And if they are going to be denied insurance,' there Heeds tO be a n alternative
means for them to acq uire it.
·
There needs to be more media participation in educating the public as to the
reality of the test.
Protection has to be there for the individual who takes the test. Informed consent is part of that protection. There is
support for that. For now, that first step
is very important. If we take it, we may be
able to take so me bf the other steps I've
indicated above. Informed consent is
needed now. Let's not lose it in a debate
over what form that consent is- to· take.
Go for universal informed consent among
test providers first, and make modifications to how that consent is given later.

Pro:

by Brenda Buchanan
Kevin Cathcart, director of Gay and
Lesbian Advocates and Defenders .
(GLAD), a New England-wide legal advocacy organization based in Boston; is a
vehement backer of written informed consent. He wrote the bill that the Massachusetts Legislature adopted last summer requiring written consent in that state.
He says the value of written consent is
that it "flags,, for the client the importance
of the HIV test- it sets that procedure
apart froJn the multitude of other tests that
might be- performed in a doctor's office.
Such an extraordinary measure is called
for, he believes, because the potential consequences of taking the HIV test are so
great.
"The reality is people are not fired from
their jobs or denied appropriate medical
care because of t-heir cholesterol coµnt or
high blood pressure," Cathcart said recently.
In Massachusetts, like Maine, there are
alternative test sites where people can
obtain HIV tests and counseling on an
anonymous basis. Written consent 'is
handled at those sites just as are other
forms- the client is assigned a code number
to use in place of a name. Therefore, confidentiality is never an issue, even though the

co_ntinued from page 3

On February-10th, a motion was made
for the committee to endorse the term
"written informed consent" in place of
''informed consent,'' which was already
in the Bureau of Health 's . legislative
package. The vote: 9-yea, 9 nay , 2 abstentions. The motion failed.
Whatever the result of this debate, the
issues remain clear . In a state where people of alternative sexual orientations have
no protection under tlie law, in a state
where the potential for misuse of such a
testing procedure has already been documented, in a state where we have quickly
grown from zero to 49 cases of AIDS in
just over two years, we need all of the
assurances and protections we can. get.
,Written informed consent would certainly
be a step i~ that direction.
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ECOLOGY HOUSE

consent is in writing.
The code number aspect of the method
gave many in Massacfiusetts pause, Cathcart said, because the nohon of "written
consent" automatically brings to mind
putting one's signature to a document.
But, he said, it must be remembered that
the point of written consent is not to create
a record of who has been tested and their
results, but to make absolutely certain that
clients understand what's happening. With
that in mind, the idea of signing one's consent with a code number makes sense, he
said.
In private physicians' offices, the clients
sign tlieir names, Cathcart said, as they
already have foregone their anonymity by
choosing to obtain a test from a private
doctor in the first place . .
Cathcart believes the potential for discrimination is great for those who test
negative as for those whose results show
they have been exposed to the virus.
Employers and insurance companieswho may have access to ll).edical recordsare likely to assume that a person would
not have been tested for the HIV antibody
unless s/ he considered herself/ himself at
risk, and therefore might discriminate
equally against those with negative results.
he said.
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Legislature
f.?Ontinued from page 1

members of the state AIDS Advisory Committee as to whether that consent ought to
be written, and the eventual vote was split
9-9, meaning the motion to require written informed consent failed.
The committee's vote represented its
recommendation to the Bureau of Health ,
and so the bureau ' s bill asks for an informed consent rule, but not for written informed consent.
Some activists feel strongly that consent
should be in written form and may lobby
the committee that hears the bill (it was not
known at press time which committee that
will be) for an amendment mandating written consent. (See related articles in this
edition.)
Another AIDS-related bill concerns
prevention-focused education in the public
schools. The Advisory Committee originally backed a bill that would have mandated AIDS education as part of the curriculum in all school districts, but it agreed
to withdraw it when the Department of
Educational and Cultural Services said it
would not support such a bill. David Birch,
a representative of the Department of
Educational and Cultural Services, told µte
AIDS Advisory Committee on March 30that there would be no political support for
a mandated program.·In 1984 a health curriculum covering 10 topics was mandated
for Maine schools, and it raised the hackles
of )ocal control advocates who believe the
state has no business telling local communities what to teach their children,
especially about matters related to
sexuality .
In the wake of that controversy, Birch
said , it would be a waste of time to attempt
to require legislatively that an AIDS curriculum be adopted in every school district
in Maine . He also said that mandating curriculum doesn't guarantee that it is _taught
well . School districts that choose to take
part are likely to do a good job, he said.
The Department's .proposal is for a
- voluntarily workshop training program for
school teachers, administrators and
counselors. It was eventually endorsed by
the Advisory Committee, albeit after much
frustration was voiced about the
bureaucracy .
The plan calls for a three-part program
to begin in the fall of 1987 that would teach
representative from participating school
districts how to implement an effective
AIDS prevention curriculum. School
districts will not be required to send
representatives , and Birch estimated that
between 50 mand 100 districts - one-third
to two-thirds of the total in Maine - will
get involved .
The fall program will be a two-day session where teachers will "develop an action plan" for their districts ; Birch said.
In the winter there will be regional confrences that will involve more teachers
from each district, with the "best case"
being one from each grade lev~l, Birch
said. Finally , there will be a spring confrence where the year's progress will be
evaluated.
The proposal provoked at least two
members of the Advisory Committee.
·, 'To use teachers with only two days
training as the resource persons for their

schools delegates AIDS to less importance
than it has ," protested Michael Bach, a ·
Portland physician who works with people with AIDS .
· Birch replied that lie thought it would
work, especially because each district will
be asked to send an administrator, as well
as teachers , to learn about AIDS.
He also said' that the workshops ''will
serve the dual purpose of helping teachers
evaluate the rest of their health education
curriculum," a statement which angered
committee member Dale McCormick.
"We in the gay community have noticed.that people are using AIDS to acivarrce
their particular agendas ," she said. "This
is a thing the likes of which the earth has
never seen before. We don't want to see
it 'piggybacked' on anything else."
But Birch was adamant that "if you go
at this in a 'crisis of the week' or 'crisis
of the month' manner , you will have
problems."
He said AIDS education needs to be
carefully integrated into the overall health
curriculum, which also addresses such subjects as drug abuse, suicide and pregnancy prevention.
Several committee members, notably
McCormick, who is president of the Maine
Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance, were obviously chafing at the thought that as far
as school systems are concerned, AIDS is
just another problem, and does not warrant sidestepping the usual procedures for
adding something controversial to the
curriculum.
The committee eventually agreed to go
along with the Department's proposal on
the condition that the Bureau of Health ask
for extra money to put together a community education program that will run
concurrently with tbe school program.
Saying that parents need to be educated
about AIDS so they will realize how important it is to educate their children, Advisory Committee chair Charlene Rydell
called the idea "a fairly rapid way" of getting AIDS education in the schools.
Another AIDS-related bill seeks $65,000
- the same sum that was sppropriated last
year - for more general AIDS education,
and another bill asks that a full-time
"public health nurse/consultant" be hired
to oversee patient needs statewide. The
person probably would be based in
Portland and ' spend most of their time
there , as that is where the largest number
of PW As live. ~ ·
One bill that the Advisory Committee
recommended to the Bureau of Health was
rejected , so committee chair Rydell had it
drafted independently and submitted ·it
herself. It seeks to make hypodermic
needles available without a prescription ,
and its backers believe it is a vital piece
of legislation if AIDS is to be slowed in
the the intravenous drug using population.
The Department of Human Services, of
which the Bureau of Health is a part, rejected the idea , saying Maine's drug use
patterns are different from those in other
'States where needle sharing has Jed to
AIDS transmission. Committee members
didn't buy that argument, and the Advisory,
Committee was expected to ask DHS
Commissioner Rollin Ives to reconsider his
veto of the idea, and even if he cannot support it , not to block Rydell ' s bill.
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Activist Melvin Boozer
Dies ~
Well-known gay activist Melvin Boozer,
whose name was placed in nomination for
. vice-president at the 1980 Democratic
Convention, died March 6 in Washington,
D.C. of complications related to ·AIDS,
He was one of the founders and a· past
co-chair of the Lanston Hughes-Eleanor
Roosevelt Club, a former Washington
director of the National Gay and Lesbian
Task Force and· a board member of
Americans for Democratic Action .
Boozer served in Brazil as a member of
the Peace Corps, taught as an assistant professor at the .University of Maryland and
worked most recently at the D.C. Association for Retarded Citizens. He was a
graduate of Dartmouth College and Yale
University.
Boozer received fewer than 40 votes at
the 1980 Democratic Convention, but his
nomination allowed him to address the
crowd. He called on delegates to fight
discrimination against blacks and giJyS ,
saying "I know what it means to be called
a nigger and I know what it means to called a faggot, and I can .sum up the difference in one word: none."

***

Canadian feminist
magazine in danger
Herizons a feminist magazine published in Winnipeg , Manitoba, 1s in danger of
bankruptcy as its government grant has
been cut off after pressure from right-wing
groups .
_ The women who publish the magazine
have been contacting friends and readers
throughout Canada, seeking their support.
For the past several years, Herizons has
received a grant from the Department .of
Employment and Immigration 's Local
Employment Assistance and Development
program. This year, the magazine was told
it could not reapply for a grant, and an official told the magazine the decision came
after pressure from anti-abortion and other
right:wing groups.
.
· Herizons ~as been working toward
financial self-sufficiency . The women on
its staff believe they would be able to
operate the publication without govern-ment support in about two years.
It · was hoped that a large-scale letter
writing lobbying effort by women across
Canada would be effective in demonstrating that Herizons is a unique and
valuable resource for women and was worthy of continued government support .

***

Ontario Book Ban
Overturned
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couse -would be equivalent to writing a
history of music and omitting Mozart, ' ' a
Canadian judge recently overturned a
Customs ban on The Joy of Gay Sex on the
grounds that it may be repugnant to some,
but it is not an obscene book.
Judge Bruce Hawkins said in his ruling
that Customs officials had misinterpre_ted
the law which governs obscenity in
Canada. That Jaw, Hawkins said, provides
that materials may be prohibited if their
dominant characteristic is the "undue exploitation of sex and any one or more of
the following subjects, namely crime, horror, cruelty and violence." ~
The Joy of Gay Sex,the judge said,
"deals rationally and unsensationally with
the sexual practices of a substantial segment of the male population. "However
repugnant the concept of anal sex may be
to the hetrosexual observer, it is, I find,
the central sexual act of homosexual practice,'' Hawkins sa~d . .
Glad Day Bookshop in Toronto had taken Customs to court challenging the Joy
of Sex ban. That store has been the. target
of many seizures of literature , and its
owner, Moldenhauer, said he'll wait and
see whether the ruling will result in a
change in Customs practices.
There is a proposed amend~ent to the
obscenity law pending in Parliament that
would prohibit depictions of "anything that
shows sexual connection: oraJ., genital,
animals and people." The same revisiqn ,
however, would liberalize the restrictions
again'st sexually explicit writing.

***

Immigration Law Reform
:Sought
u. S. Rep. Barney Frank of
, Massachusetts is the prime force behind an
immigration reform bill that would repeal
the antigay exclusion in the existing Jaw .
Frank called the current law a holdover
from the McCarthy era. When it was
adopted in 1952, it barred immigrants who
voiced unpopular political beliefs, persons
with ''psychopathic personalities'' . and
those with a history of "sexual deviation."
It does not -mention homosexuality
specifically , but the Immigration and
, Naturalization Service has used it to block
visits and immigration by lesbians and gay
men. ·
Frank has introduced the bill before and
it has not progressed very far , but he
believes that was because other immigration related issues , such as the recentlyadopted law to grant amnesty to illegal
aliens , preoccupied Congress . this time
arouns he has more than 50 co-sponsors
and the backing of the American Civil
Liberti_es Union, People for the American
Way and P.E.N ., which is an organization
of writers from 62 nations.

Saying that ''to write about homosexual
practices without dealing with anal inter-
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.~our People~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~"~~~
i\.n Interview with.Kim Burch:
Artist, Businessman, Organizer

by Fred Berger

Kim Burch is the owner of Graphiti
Graphics in Portland . He is an artist and
_one of the organizers of the Visual Aio
Auction ·1ast fall which b_enefitted "_people
with AIDS in Maine. ·

You're a pretty well known person in
Portland, Kim. Have you been here
,
long?
Ten years. I've spent the last nine
winters here and the last four summers. I
generall y have travelled or gone
somewhere to spend the summers - four
of them in Ogunquit.
Where did you come from originally?
_Bar Harbor. I'm a Down East boy.
So you must like Maine.
I don 't think I'd ever live anywhere
away from the coast. I do like Maine. Being on the water has always been a big part
of my life. I lived right on.the water in Bar
Harbor. I like the people in Maine.
Where did you go to school?
I graduated from Portland School of Art.
I majored in printmaking and minored in
art history there . A big part of the education was just learning about art , the beginnings of imagery going way back to cave
paintings.
What kind of artwork do you do?
I do silkscreens, collographs ,
lithographs , intaglios . I've done a lot of
design work for posters.
Tell me about your business, Graphiti.
What do you do?
My partner,· Craig Dame, and I just
create designs and market those designs on
t-shirts and sweatshirts to .retail stores in
New England , Florida and Hawaii . We
have one store in Portland and we' re opening · a- second in Kennebunkport on
Memorial Day Weekend. We also have a
repping company. When we go on the road
with olir line - to store·s and shows ...,... we
take those other clothing lines and market
their lines to buyers as well as our own .
We have about eight.lines QOW apd we
want to expand that. We rep· Fig Leaf
Designs , Stephanie Dykas - generally
locally handcrafted clothing, jewelry and
card liries .
How did this all begin?
Well , I spent the winter in Egypt about
four years ago . One day I took a cab from
Aswan to Luxor and all along this little dirt
road along the Nile I kept seeing signs fo r
" Abdul ' s" - " See Abdul' s. " I finally

asked if I'd be interested in getting involved in an art auction to raise money for patient relief services. I said sure and we
started meeting the following· week.
Was this the first time you'd been involved in a community project?
It was the first time in a while. When
I was in school" I helped organize the
Portland Artists Collective - PAC which later g0t absorbed by the Union of
Maine Visual Artists. It's been a while.

Sometimes we get caught lJ.P in the attitude that ies
swirling around me but as long as I'm not sick, then
maybe I should just maintain my distance. But it's impossible to do that now.
So it's worked: out well?
Yes. The first year we were in business
our total overall business was $30,000. I
was still waiting on tables full-time. It was
·scary . It's gotten a lot better.
What is your best known design? Is it
the dancing lobster shirt - the original
one with Portland on it?
Yes .. My last year in school my friend
Jeff Joncik and I wanted some money to
go on/ vacation . We came up with that
desigp and made a t-shirt . The dancing
lobsters shirt - we ' ve altered it to sell in
Boston , etc. - is still our most popular
shirt .
·
;Do· most of your shirts say "Maine"
on them? .
Maine is our main market, but most of
them are designed so we can sell them in
other places.
Your designs are really: unique. It's a
certain style that's pretty new, right?·
We' re trying to do wearable art as opposed to just slogans or sayings. Graphiti
shirts are real easy to pick up. There' s a
style that they have. It's kind of a West
Coast look.
What are your goals for the business?
Florida this winter. I'm opening a store
either in Fort Lauderdale or Sanibel Island.
I'm hoping that the business will demand
less and less of my time and allow me more
time to work on my own stuff. That 's what
Craig and I are going toward , to have an
income from the business and then be able
to work on our own .

And there was Abdul in the shack selling t-~hirts. ,The
guy was !he richest guy in the area and all he did was
sell t-shirts. I saw lights - hey, there's money in this.
came t_o a fork in the road with a big sign
- a pointing hand that said "Abdul 's This
Way. ' ' I had the cab driver take me to Abdul's . It was out in the middle of the desert
in this little oasis. There was a big old
British mansion and in front of the mansion was this little shack. The guy was the
richest guy in the area and all he did was
sell t-shirts. I saw the light- hey , there' s
money in this. So I came back and Craig
and I put some money together and found
a space.
-

.,.

How did you get involved in Visual
Aid?
Jane Burke called up. Janie lives in a turqoise trailer in Augusta. She and I had
gone to school together and lived in the
same building. We've been friends for nine
or ten years. I hadn't heard from her in
about two years, then one day I was in the
studio and I heard this familiar voice on
the radio. She does the Saturday show on
.WTOS. I called her up and we just chatted, then two weeks later she called me and

Did you find. working on Visual· Aid
satisfying?
Very satisfying. I was amazed at the
response from everybody - the input we
got. There were actually people who felt
bad that we didn't ask them to work, people who wanted to volunteer. We didn't
really take advantage of those resources.
This year we're going to take advantage
of them.
Where does Visual Aid stand at this
point? Are you planning to do ifagain?
Yes. It's in ifs inf1µ1cy , with new people involved. We' re thinking of doing two
nights. One night would be an auction for
services , the next night would be an art
auction . The_reception and auction would
be on one day instead of over a two-day
period. Last year we got a lot more people at the reception - with free food, free
booze and entertainm'eht. If we could have
kept them for the night bf the auction , I
think the prices would have been higher.
But we did go over our goal by $2 ,000.
This year our goal is $50,000 - pretty
heady but we' ll get it.
Was part of YQUr reason for getting involved with Visual Aid that you had
known people with AIDS?
,
Yes , that was a big part of the reason.
I can remember my fust e_ncounter with
AIDS six years ago . A friend C!llled me
from Mass General. He said he 'd been
diagnosed with AIDS and I didn't even
know what it meant. That was my first involvement with the disease but it was kind
of from the outside because he was living
in Boston-and I didn't see him very much .
Then things got closer to me:- people living here , close friends , ex-lovers. Events
just started swirling . Sometimes we get
caught up in the attitude that .it's swirling
around me but as Jong as I'm not touched ,
as long as I'm not sick, then maybe I
should just maintain my distance . But it's
imposs_ible to do that now. There are so
many people who are sick and there' s going to be so many more who are sick and
will die. If you never become sick, you ' re
still going to be touched by this in ways
that five years ago we wouldn ' t have
dreamed of.
How have you dealt with krtowing so
many people with AIDS?
It's kind of an ongoing thing. I deal with
it as part of life - the deaths , the disease .
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Death ·is something that I've dealt with all
my life, but never to such an extreme as
this. There ' s so much of it around right
now . I haven't come to terms with death
in general. I've just spent a lot of time dealing with each death . I tend to lose perspective . I' ve certainly learned what mortality
is - that we' re all mortal.
Has that changed the way you live?
It is changing the way I see my relationship with life and with those around· me .
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I'm not as able to fool myself as I used to
about my emotions, loves, losses. I think
we all. tend to fool . ou_rselves to some
extent.
How do you think gay people here are
responding to AIDS?
Looking at Visual Aid , the gay community wasn' t as responsive as we would
have liked. I think it's still at the point
where unless you 're sick or somebody very
close to you is sick, you still don't think
of the disease as much as I think we
should. We don't exercise precautions as
much as we should .
The response in the community at large
was really phenomenal to the point of making everybody on the committee feel very
good abaut what we were doing.
Are you talking about the artists?
Everybody. We had to turn artists away .
There were so · many people who wanted
to give that we were overwhelmed ~y that
generosity. Also, One City Center was
very supportive, very helpful :-And places
like the Art School , the businesses that
volunteered their s~ices. People just
came up to us and said, ' 'we want to do
this ." We weren't in a position to take advantage of all of that but next year we will .
We're all looking forward to next
year. Thanks for all your good work and
g·ood luck .

BRUCE W . KENNEY, D.O.
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~Foster Care~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
continued from page 5
Gay and lesbian act1v1sts in
Massachusetts experienced a similar problem, Cathcart says.
But, he added, "The foster care system
couldn't operate under any circumstances
without gay people. There would not be
social ,workers . There wouldn't even be
bureaucrats in the Department of Social
Services .''
" Straight people don't realize we ' re
already in the system," Musinsky said.
and she believes coming out is vitally important to winning this issue. "I spent
many years in the legislature as a closeted
lesbian," she said. "I felt forced to come
out when this issue started. It makes a diffe.rence when I eyeball people I've work- .
ed with for a long time and I ask them if
fuey're telling me that they wouldn't trust
me to take care of their children in an
emergency situation . When we're in the
closet they can say anything they want
about us. It's always somebody else . It's
n_ot somebody they know . "
Bill Goes to Supreme Court
At the time Our Paper went to press, the
fight was still going on and the proposed
legislation was in the hands of the New
Hampshire Supreme Court for a second
time awaiting an opinion on its
constitutionality.
The House Judiciary Committee, which
heard public testimony on the bill; r~commended that it be defeated. The votes taken
were reported to _be 11-5, 12-4 and 13-3 .
"We got lucky with some people on the
Judi~iary Committee who were not afraid
to take a strong stand," Hum said. "They
are middle-of-the roaders by New Hamp"s-hire standards and were among the
strongest opponents of the bill publicly .' '
Ori the day it appeared there would be
a crucial vote in the Hou·se, the legislator
acting as CALGR' s floor manager said a
defeat wasn't guaranteed. The suggestion
0

made was to work for a suspension of the
rules and get th'e bill sent to the Supreme
Court for an advisory opinion.
People on both sides of the issue sup- _
ported ~he idea and the necessary 2/3 vote
was garnered . Some time was bought.
But Wl.th,·n a "ew
1 days the Court declined to give an opinion and, instead asked
the House of Representatives to define
what they meant by "homosexual" and to
presentthe factual basis explaining the con_nectl.on between homosexual and lack of
fl.tness to be a "oster
or adopt1"ve pa.rent or
1
day care worker. Gay and lesbian activists
had to laugh when the Court listed for the
House a number of categories , such as
Cell.bate, b1"sexuals, people whom
. ay have
had sexual encounters with people of the
same gender in the past, when it asked the
legl.slators to clar,·fy the defin,·t,.on of
"homosexual."
According to Musinsky , a definition was ·
developed Whl.ch sa,·d that homosexuals
were people engaging in sexual contact
with a member of the same sex involving
genital-genital and genital-oral contact. A
· majority of the Judiciary Committee then
voted in favor of a report stating they were
unable to find a nexus between homosexuals and harm to foster children.
On April 2, the House rejected the
Judiciary Committee' s majority report by
215-125, certified instead the minority
report, and sent it to the Supreme Court
for another advisory opinion. Briefs were
due April 22 .
Musinsky and Hurn .are worried . Unsure
which way the Supreme Court will rule ,
they also believe the votes to kill the bill
will have to come from what Hurn calls
' 'the middle-of-the-road limousine
homophobes" in New Hampshire.
On a positive note, Hum said several
legislators have quietly come ouf·to their
colleagues during the struggle over this
bill. " I hope we win," Hurn saiq,
"because some people are paying a price
years before they felt ready to do this.
1

1

We 've had some quiet heroes helping us .''
The Impact on the Children
Both New Hampshire and Massachusetts
suffer from a grave shortage of foster
homes . Accotding to Hurn , the Youth
DeveIopment Center, New Hamps h"ire , s
corrections facility for children and
adolescents , is constantly under court
orders because of overcrowding. "The
state is on record saying they can't do
anything better because there , s not enoug h
"1oster homes, " H urn sai·d . A nd. curren ti y
the Division of Childnm and Youth Services overlooks many bad situations
because there' s only enough plact:;ments
"1or h1e-t
.,, h reatenmg
· or sexua1abuse cases.
"People who support this homophobic
foster care bill really believe that Ozzie and
Harnet
· are out there wa,tmg
· · 1or
" "10ster
ki"ds, ,, Hum sru·d . "Even the press believes
it. "
C athcart .says the s1tua
· t.,on 1s
· s1m1
· -1ar m
·
Massachusetts. At a press conference held
in 1985 following the removal of the
children from Babets and Jean, the commissioner of the Department of Social Services admitted that 5opercent more foster
homes are needed in Massachusetts to meet
the needs of kids already in state custody.
''That doesn 't even address the needs of
those kids who should be in departmental
custody, but aren't/' Cathcart said. "We
also have several hundred kids in institutional care because there are no homes for
them, and this is particularly true of
teenagers , especially gay teenagers.''
Blasting the Globe for editorializing that
foster families should be married couples,
where the wife stays home to take care of
the children, Cathcart said, "Who these
people are and why on earth the Globe
thinks these people - to the extent that
they exist, since there's probably 50 or 100
families like that in Massachusetts - are
going to want to become foster parents in
the first place is anybody's guess .,_,

And both foster care systems are
hampered with rates too low to support the
foster parents. Theoretically, foster-parents
are supposed to be reimbursed for the.expenses involved -in raising the child . The
reality is they are not.
In fact , a bill was introduced into the
New Hampshire legislature to raise the
rates by a meager amount , but thl'! sponsqr, says Hum , has already been told by
the Governor that he 'II veto it if passed.
The Union Leader has been silent on that
issue. Currently the rate · is under $200 a
month .
The study completed in December by the
Special Commission on Foster Care in
Massachusetts showed that payment rates
in the Bay State were also insufficient.
It points to the fact that nobody-who is
on the other side of this issue is really concemed at all about the children," Cathcart
said. "If they were concerned about
children they'd be pushing for sufficient
funding. There would be more foster
parents of every possible stripe and persuasion if it didn't cost people significant
amounts of personal money, ln addition to
the significant amounts of personal energy
and time."
· Divergent Personal Reactions
Musinsky and Hum are emerging from
the foster care struggle with very different
personal feelings .
For Musinsky , who has actively lobbied
the legislature for many years on a host of
issues, having been one of the primary
organizers, volunteer lobbyists and writers
for the New Hampshire Women 's Lobby
since its inception seven years ago , the
controversy has been an exhausting and
embittering experience.
''Ellen has worked long and hard for and
with so many other people on so many
issues a"d has faced a very blunt betrayal

continued on page 11
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by people she has helped for years ," Hurn
explained . " On this issue they've expressed some kind of mealymouthed excuse for
cowardice or for actually taking a position ·
against us ."
" I hung up on someone from NARL .
(National Abortion Rights Action League)
this week who asked me to call my
representative," Musinsky said . " I've
never done that before. I'm so tired of
hearing , 'Can you do this for NARAL? '
' Can you do this training for the domestic
violence coalition? ' 'Can you work to get
- funding for AFDC? ' I'm angry and hurt."
Hurn, on . the other hand, new to
legislative forays , has experienced what he
calls ''the exhilaration that comes from doing things you haven't done before."
Hurn , who laughs as he describes
himself as a "right wing libertarian who
never trusted those people in the first
place, " says " I've enjoyed going before
those legislative committees even when
-Ellen says they'll never listen. I don't
know that to be true, so I'll say, 'Oh, let's
give ir a whirl.' ''
Through this process, Hurn has become
a strong believer in pairing up seasoned

be nothing left to differentiate "us" from
' 'them' ' if they concede that gay and lesbian people have and want to have
children .
''The issue of gay people having
children is the issue that normalizes us ,' '
Cathcart said. "That's the issue that makes
it clear that what we' ve been saying all
along is true - that, in fact , we are~like
other people in many ways."
. And it' s also the gay and lesbian community's area of greatest vulnerability;While gay men and lesbians have fought
back in many arenas and gained in
political, social and economic strength , gay
and lesbian people with children often risk
losing their children if they become public.

"There's still a chasm for many people ·and - ·
foster care brings it up. "
Cathcart believes gay men and lesbians
must begin demanding back a great deal
inore for what we give to others as a community. "Lots and lots of gay men and. lesbians have done lots of work on all kinds
of issues and we' ve been trained to not ask
very much for ourselves,'' Cathcart
explained .
In a similar vein , Hurn advocates the
withholding of votes and financial support
from those legislators who support
homophobic bills .
·
"We' ve never come across. as single
issue people before," Hurn says . "In little states where there are close primaries,
a lot of the people hurting us are doing it
because they think it will get them votes,
not lose them votes. It's time we became
more single issue.''
The Big Picture

NOW Mother's Day Action
"This Mother's Day, candy and flowers
simply aren't enough! Mothers need
legislation which will protect them at
home, assist them with child care needs
and enhance job security . Y<mnger and
older women need legislative assistance
too,'' so said Beth Edmonds, State Coordinator for Maine National Organization
for Women in announcing NOW' s
Mother's Day Action. Called "For
Mother's Day - Gifts that Keep Giving,''
it is a postcard drive to remind both federal
and state.legislators that legislation is needed that will benefit women of all ages.
Maine citizens are asked to write to
Senators Cohen and Mitchell and
Representatives Snowe and Brennan in
support of S. 249 or H.R. 925, The Family and Medical Leave Act. "It is timely
legislation," stressed Edmonds.
According to Edmonds, more than onethird of the American workforce doesn't
have a temporary leave for medical
disabilities, much less leave to care for
children or ailing elderly parents . The
Family and Medical Leave Act would .provide a minimum of security by mandating
that employers who employ 15 or more
workers offer:

Why have the homophobes latched on
to foster care now?
''People are catching on that lesbians
and gay men are asking for the whole
thing," Cathcart says.
"We're no longer just talking about
employment. We ' re no longer talking
about housing ," Cathcart explained,

"People who support this homophobic foster care bill really
believe t\}at Ozzie and Harriet are out there waiting for
foster kids."
- Marcus Hern, Professor of Law, Franklin Pierce
Law Center, and founding member of New Hampshire's
Citizens' Alliance for Gay and Lesbian Rights
lobbyists with newc.omers . "We need the
new blood to sustain that ' happy warrior
mentality,' " Hurn says. "The new people can get a kick out of crusading for the
first time and the old-timers can teach us
how to go about doing it.''
While noting the great strides gay and
lesbian people have made in the last
decade, Cathcart believes the foster care
issue is one of the hardest emotionally
becaose of the latent homophobia that surfaces, often among friends .
"What foster care brings us face to face
with is that there is still a . significant
number of peole out there who say we are
not moral enough to be around children ,
that we are damaging to children,' '
Cathcart says.
And many of those people are those who
may support prohibition against
, discrimination in employment, housing ,
and access to public facilities and services .
"It's very wearing to come up against
that over and over again , especially when
.it's from people who have been willing to
be your friends ,' ' Cathcart continued.

Gay Men
& their partners
The Feminist Health Center
of Portsmouth, NH feels
concern for a community In
change . We encourage individuals to educate
themselves so appropriate
)decisions can be made con cerning HIV /HTL V III an tibody status .
s Free anonymous testing,
'?0 1.!i::~t;0n . ~~ co,.,n~elin~ iJ'}
peer counselors .
• Group support services for
people concerned about
AIDS .

noting the current lesbian baby boom, and
that gay men and lesbians are adopting
children and becoming foster parents.
''The whole issue of gay people and
families has come out of the closet in a big
way in the last three years."
And along with its emergence comes the
homophobia from many people who have
nominally supported much of what the gay
and lesbian community has demanded ,
people who fall apart when gay -people start
talking about children.
"Talk of raising children pushes other
buttons," Cathcart says.
And what the straight community
doesn' t realize , of cours, is that gay men
and lesbians have been foster parents probably siO:ce the foster care system was
created.
''They think we've come up with a new
idea, a radical innovation on our political
agenda," Hurn commented .
' 'The press love to · ask me if Don
(Babets) and David (Jean) were the first
gay foster parents in Massachusetts ,' '
Cathcart said. "I ask them what year we
started having foster parenting in
Massachusetts and when they tell me , I say
to them, 'The first gay foster parents happened that year,' ' he laughed . "People
think it's new because it's the first time it' s
been in the newspapers."
Cathcart believes the button that gets
p~ hed for straight people is that there will

.
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Clinic Hours: ,

(617) 436-7588

- , Up to 18 weeks of unpaid leave if an.
employee is unable to work as a result of
serious health condition (including
pregnancy) without losing her/his job.
- Up to 26 _weeks of unpaid leave if an
employee is unable to work as a result of
serious health condition (including
pregnancy) without losing her/his job .
The Family and Medical Leave Act not
only would protect workers against job loss
if they suffer serious illness of injury, but
ita lso would protect against job loss as the
result of childbith, the adoption of a
newborn, the serious illness of a child, and
the care of a seriously ill parent.
Edmonds says that Maine NOW also believes that legislation is needed at the state
level to benefit mothers and other women
in Maine. NOW will also be stafffing information tables with postcards available
for sending to local legislators 'during rr·
Mother's Day weekend.
For more information about the NOW
Mother's Day Event in your area, contact
your local NOW Chapter or Maine NOW,
P.O. Box 133, Brunswick, ME. 04011.

1F=~llmlllll,..._ _

Mo,;day 5-7PM

232 Court Street
Portsmouth, NH

The cards have not yet fallen in' New
Hampshire, though the verdict may be in
by the time Our Paper hits the street. Should the Supreme Court advise that the
legislation is constitutional, and ·should the
House pass Bill 70; a suit will most likely
be filed.
What is clear, however, is that lesbians
and gay men are going to have to toughen
are skins to deal with more layers of
· homophobia even from those we 'd least
expect it, and we're going to have to demand w ore from those whom we have
supported .
We in Maine have that challenge before
us right now with L.D. 1137.
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Lucie Blue Tremblay: Saying a Lot in French and English .
ferior, it was to be low class, to speak ·
French . And for so .Jong French people
Lucie Blue Tremblay is a performer wit:4
have tried to fight to keep the culture
a lot to say.
going.''
Her medium is biligual folk music,
She lives in Montreal , Quebec Province,
French and English sopgs about love and
where French is now the official
politics , joy and betrayal, feeling lonely
languange. And it is in that province that
and finding magic. But she cannot limit
she hopes one of her most talked-about
herself these· days to communicating
songs, Voi.x d'Enfant, does receive radio
melodically.
play . . The song, in Frerich , is about a
Between songs at her March 28 concert
child's shame and confusion after ·a
at the Unitarian Church in Portland , she
drunken uncle sexally assaults her.
· spoke about the proposed U.S. immigraVoi.x d'Enfant . is the song that she
tion policy that is threatening her ability
tra~ates fully before singing it in concert ,
and that of other foreign progressive perand she comes out at that point as an informers to tour in this country. She spoke
cest survivor. She believes strongly in the
· of the subtle, but unmistakable, pressure ,, need to talk about such experiences in
that immigration officials ~xert against perorder to heal , and urges in the liner notes
•• formers who sing about loving members
to her album for ''all the children and
of one's own sex. And she sp9ke about the
grown-ups in the world ... please talk about
.need to get more songs on the radio that
it. . . "
deal with the difficult issues facing young
The words to Voi.x d'Enfant are simple
people - especially incest and child atiuse
and haunting .
- because she believes kicls measure their
''A party
self-worth against the messages in popular
My Uncle Andy, a drink too many,
music .
He takes my hand
In an interview after her show - which
I don 't understand
earned two standing ovations - Tremblay
I feel wrong,
amplified on those themes and touched on
I feel all alone
others, such as the importance of sharing
He climbs into my bed
her French-Canadian culture.
And I don't make a sound
That she is committed to imparting to
I am a child
her audiences a measure of her qeritage is
I'm ashamed. I'm hurtling inside.
clear. In concert, like on her album (Lucie
I am a child
Blue Tremblay, Olivia Records, 1986), she
I feel guilty inside. ''
sings in French half the time. And , just as _....
It is sung in French, and the chords
she provides translation in the album's
Tremblay strikes on the piano underline the
liner notes for the non-French speaking,
emotion. It is clear even without translain concert she explains her French songs,
tion
that the song is about deep, deep pain.
and, in one case; recites the lyrics in

by Brenda Buchanan

~

I felt, and·all of a sudden the lyrics came.
Part ~f the °I'yrics would come out and then
I would just amplify the emotion and go
with more heavier chords , and then · I·
would feel the worst. And that's how I
wrote that song. "
Tremblay was determined that Voix
d 'Enfant be on her album, and when some
record . companies balked , she went
el.s~where. She is now hoping that it_gets
airplay in Canada, especially in Quebec
Province where 80 percent of the population is French-speaking. Then children

this month's Global Gayzette for information about. Rep. Barney Frank's sponsorship of a bill that would repeal such provisions) and she has no i_ntention of getting fangled up with that issue.
"You can sing.about saving the whales
without being a whale,'' she said, iri- dicating her strategy for repJying to. que's~
tions about her clearly woman-loving
lyrics.
She would rather be seen as an individual than given a label. That applies
musically, where she experiements with

Lucie Blue Tremblay earned two standing ovations March 28 at the Unitarian
Church in Portland with bilingual folk music about love and politics.

.

wouid hear what they need to know , she
_ said, that is not their fault and it is not OK
for incest to occur.
Tremblay has become widely known
since her album was released , and has perfo;med at a number of women's music
festivals. She performs in the U.S . much
of the time , and is fighting to retain her
visa so she'll .be able to continue doing so.
Like Ferron, who is also Canadian, and
some Central American performers,
Tremblay has run head-on into a proposed regulation of the ·U.S. Immigrati01rnnd
Naturalization Service (INS) that says visas
will be restricted· to those who have "per'formed as star or (been) featured in a major production .... (achieved) extensive
commercial successes, as evidenced by
such indicata as box office grosses and
record sales ...
If the regulation is adopted fully ,
Tremblay expects big trouble for herself
and other progressive /alternative
performers.
''I have this year to become a star,'' she
said with a very wry smile, and explained
_,..that the record sales of which the regulations speaks are "top forty" type numbers.
Because it is unlikely she'll attain such
popularity before her visa expires at the
end of this year , she is asking her audiences to write to their elected represen"I live my life with a feminist vision, I write my songs with a feminist
tatives and urge that the proposed regulaconsciousness ... ''
tion be rejected. (See box for addresses~)
She
said
she
did
not
even
know
her
pain
English so the ; udience will g~t the full imThe stated purpose of the regulation is
was still that strong - she 'd dealt with her
pact of the song.
to
protect American artists from competiincest history extensively and thougJ,t
She said she's grateful in one sense that
tion. Tremblay shares the view of those she'd
worked
through
all
her
issues
until
she was sent to English-speaking schools ,
who believe it is an attempt to filter out
she wrote Voi.x d'Enfant. because her bilingualism allows her more
those
foreign performers whose pro· "For two years I felt like writing a song
opportunity to get her message out. But she
gressive
politics are part of their art.
about incest , but I could not sit down and
• remembers the societal pressure to conShe is hesitant to speak more extensivewrite.
I
can't
sit
down
and
write
on
that
form by speaking English all the time , to
ly on the topic of the government's motivasubject. So I said 'fine .' I Jet it go by, but
reject the French culture, to assimilate with
tion , however, believing that published
I felt 'in my gut, 'this is a subject that I need
the rest of Canada. That didn 't feel good ,
statements critical of the U.S. policy won ' t
mu
sic
,
that
's
important
to
to
approach
in
she· said, and the same pride that led her
help her cause, and might well hurt it.
my life.'
--::;, to resist as a schoolgirl keeps her r~~isting
Similarly, .she doesn' t want to discuss
::'And then at some point I was in my
today. She insisted that five of the ten
her personal life in public. Her betweenand
someone
had
lent
me
a
piano
and
home
, songs on her album be in French . The prosong on-stage patter doesn't touch on the
the next thing that I know I'm playing this
ducers wanted six in English , · four in
details of her loves, and she specifically
music.and I was playing these chords and
French, but she was firm.
asks the press not to print assumptions that
I started to cry. So I w'ould like go on , and
-- · "When I was six years old, ifl went to
could compound her immigration woes .
all of a sudden I thought I was going back, ·
the store and asked for something, I had
Currently there are laws on the books that
and going through all this stuff, you know?
to ask in English, because they would not
have been interpreted as prohibiting visits
An~ the more I played the chords the more
serve us," she said . "So it was to be inby lesbians and gay men to the U.S. ·(see
'-

studio sound and live recording, with her
strong voice and haunting wliistle, with
love ballads and "issue " songs.
It also applies personally , because she
feel s imperiled by being categorized.
" Just like being a feminist, " she said.
" Now I don 't identify myself as a
'feminist.' I don't need -to label myself as
that because I feel I live my life with a ,
feminist vision. I write my songs with a
feminist consciousness because it's part of
-my life ... So why bring in the label? People use labels against you so much - it's
not necessary.' '

•••••••••••••••••••••
To Write in Protest
of Proposed
Immigration
Restrictions
If you wish to express your opposition
to the proposed INS regulation that wo~ld
limit foreign performers to those with
broad, " top forty"-type popularity , here
are addresses for Maine' s senators and
representatives and of two out-of-state
senators who are looking into the situation.
The proposed rule number is 8CFR, S~ction 214, and it seeks changes for obtaming H-1 visa status. To register opposition ,
write:
Senator William Conen
15 Monument Square
Portland , Maine 04101
I

Senator George Mitchell
--151 Forest Avenue
Portland , Maine 04101
Rep . Joseph Brennan
1 11 Commerical Street
Portland , Maine 0410 1
Rep . Olympia Snowe
Two Great Falls Plaza
Auburn , Maine 04210
Senator Edward Kennedy
Room 2400A
JFK Federal Building
Boston. MA 02204
Senator· Paul Simon
230 South Dearborn
Room 3892
Chicago , IL 60601

·An Evening·of Feminist
Music and Humor
Compiled
Pine Cone Productions .
by

''All Singing! All Dancing!
All Concerned''

KATE CLINTON

by Fred Berger

Kate Clinton has always been funny with
a nice personality. Just check her yearbook
(Our Lady Of Psychological Warfare ,
1961-65) . She was funny because she had
to be, what with the Catholic Church (preVatican) , pre-pubescence (with three brothers) and three dribble rule in girl s' basketball. She has always been funny , but for
the past six years she's been ~cting funny
- from the Village Gate and Folk City in
New York City to The Great American
Music Hall in San Francisco to The
Children's
Theater in Minneapolis, The
DEIDRE McCAiLA
Park West in Chicago, The Ritz in Austin
Singer , song-writer, guita'rist Deidre
and colleges, conferences and clubs
McCalla is touring nationally to promote
nationwide .
her Olivia Records album, " DON 'T
Kate Clinton is delightfully irreverent
DOUBT IT .'' A working musician for
... outrageously funny ... dynamic ... captivaover twelve years, she creates vocal texting .. .enlightening ... a comic tradition best
tures which can glide easily from an insummed up in that old feminist chestnut,
timate rich sweetness to high energy ·
"Ifl can 't laugh , It's not my revolution."
dramatic intensity. An inspiring, evocative
And for those who have witnessed this in
performer , Deidre has both delighted and
the past.. .warning ... Kate Clinton has an
deeply touched her audiences with her
" ALL NEW " repertoire!!!
quick wit a~d irresistable sense of warmth
And jJ.!st what are the critics saying about
and fun .
Kate? "Kate Clinton causes fun . Being in
her audience reminds me of the wild pleasure of being slaphappy friends . The celebration of the female experience is a constrant thread spinning through Kate Clinton's humor." - Ms. Magazine. "Kate
Clinton uses her humor to express her opinions and unify the people in her auOil diences ... her brand of feminist humor
stresses optimism and rejuvenation." ~ Daily Texan.
~
Kate Clinton continues to take the stories
c of our lives and tell them back to us in a
t
...... way that both enthralls and enlightens
while leaving the audience holding their
,:g stomachs with laughter .. .is this really true?
.,............. Cl. You are invited to see for yourself.

Pine Cone -Productions presents singer
song-writer DEIDRE McCALLA and
feminist humorist KATE CLINTON in a
benefit concert for the Women 's Community Project and the Maine NOW-PAC .
For those who may not know who these
two wonderful performing artists are, what
follows is ap individual profile of each;
who are , where they have come from, and
why you shouldn't miss this this exciting
concert!

The latest in a series of AIDS benefits
will take place Friday night, May 29 , at
the Portland Performing Arts Center. '' All
singing! All dancing ! All concerned" will
feature local dancers , singers , and musicians who are donating their time to benefit
The AIDS Project.
Among tlie artists participating is Brian
Crabtree who has organized the talent for
the event. Crabtree will dance with Sarra
Whale , Emily Ojala and Polly Wilkinson
in a three-section piece to South African
music .
Other participants in the evening include
performance artists Gretchen Berg and
Paul Sarvis who will present a comic dance
piece, and female impersonator Flick
Gehrig . Musicians Ame Hanson and Carla
Bryson will also perform as well as other
as yet unnamed performers.
The idea for the.evening originated with
Brian Crabtree, a dancer with the Ram
Island Oance Company . Crabtree said,
''I've wanted to do something like this for
a long time; then I talked to Steve Gorman
and we started-working on it.'' Gor.man
w~s one of the organizers of the Visual Aid
auction and is currently co-chair with Vincent Boulanger of The AIDS Project's fundraising committee.
The organizers and performers are very
excited about the program. Crabtree says,
'' This is not just a show, it means
something.'' He and other performers are
creating pieces specifically for this
evening.
''This is guaranteed to be a very interesting program," Crabtree said.
Gorman and Crabtree feel that because
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Deidre McCalla
Known for the rhythmic und_ercurrents
of her music and the poetic integrity of her
lyrics, she marks the beginning of her professional career from the release of her
first album on Roulette Records , "Fur
Coats and Blue Jeans" in the spring of
1973. A featured performer at the Utah
Arts Festival, Deidre has made multiple
appearances at the Michigan Women' s.
Music Festival and the New England
Women 's Music Retreat ; as well as performing regularly at colleges, clubs and
coffeehouses throughout the country.
.What are the critics saying about
Deidre? Ms. Magazine's critic Pam Brandt
says , "What makes this record different
is its lyric content. Here are love songs that
challenge the norms (like monogamy) ;
heartbreak songs that confront the selfserving , mealy-mouthed cliches (about
how '.' it would all be much better this
way," for instance , in "Hearts Don ' t
Mind") ." The Boston Globe 's critic Susan
Wilson _ says, "Olivia recording artist
Deidre McCalla's new 'Don't Touch It '
LP is among the best of the recent feminist
releases."
"Don't Doubt It" was nominated for a
New York Music Award in October .. .but
'hey , why not treat yourself to this benefit
concert and at ln.., ~., ... _ '"' "" ~- ~ ) '.;. - n wn
best critic.

I

• Arne Hanson
of the quality of the talent and the
reasonable $15 admission price (which includes a reception provided by local
restaurants) they will be able to fill the
290-seat theater. With the help of a reduced rental rate offered by the Maine Arts
Inc. , which leases the theater, sponsors
hope to reap a profit of about ·$3500.
Ti'ckets are for sale at The Good Egg
Cafe, Alberta's , Portland Wine and
Cheese and other outlets, or by writing All
Singing, P.O. Box 4344, Station A,
Portland 04101 or calling Brian Crabtree
at 774-6504 or 773-2562 .
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An Evening with "Evita"
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Kate Clinton
So, "double your pleasure , double yo.u r
fun ," ... with two specialty acts wrapped up
in one, Saturday , May 16th at the First
Parish Unitarian Church, (handicapped accessible), 425 Congress St. in Po~and at
8 p.m. Tickets are $10 in advance/$ 12 at
the door; general admis&ion. Tickets may
be purchased at the following locations:
Entre Nous , Whole Grocer , and Amadeus
Music in Portland; Macbean's Music in
Brunswick; and New · Leaf Books in
Rockland. For more information call772-2518 or 773-1533.

On Thursday, June 4th, the Phyllis
Thaxter Theater in South Portland will
present the Tony-award winning musical
"Evita." This production will be hosted
and underwritten by the Underground,
Entre Nous and Backstreet, the after hours
club. All tick~ts will be $10.00 on a first
come-first serve basis with the proceeds
going directly to the Maine Health Foundation.
This musical, which is based on the life
of the charismatic Eva Peron of Argentina, is one of the most popular productions to ever appear on Broadway and to
later tour nationally. Another interesting
aspect of this fabulous musical musical is

that it also produced one of the best disco
remixes of the '80's. Remember Don't Cry
for Me, Argentina and I'll Be Good for
You. These dance hits are still very popular in gay bars worldwide seven years after
their initial release.
A pre-performance gathering with a
cash bar (both alcoholic and non-alcoholic)
will be downstairs at the theater and a
meet-the-cast party will be be immediately
following the last act.
Tickets for this spring night at the
theater are available at Entre Nous, The
Underground, Backstreet, The Harbormasters, Cycles and members of the Maine
Health Foundation.
·
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The Modernist Tradition:
Paintings and Sculpture
from the 1950s to the 1980s;
, An Exhibit at thePortland Museum of Art
Through l\1ay 24
Reviewed by Pamela Gordon
The period of 1950-1980 gave birth and
form to Abstract Expression - nonrepresentational painting that _combines
abstract form with expressive emotive
value. A variety of styles exist within the
movement , but the paintings are typically
bold, forceful and large in.size . The colors are bright and sometimes strident. Accidental effects, such as the flow of one wet
paint color into another, are often present.
The movement branched out from painting
into sculpture, which is also included in the
exhigit.
Abstract Expressionism began in Europe
with painters such as the Dutch Wilhelm
de Kooning and the Russian Kandinsky ,
but became the first significant contribution to American art since Whistler. The
movement had its genesis in a generation's
desire to make an appropriate response to
a world in which it spent its youth in a major economic depression and its young
adulthood in a world war. Tµus , individuals set out to eyoke timeless human
emotions, fears and beliefs. Out of their
individual angst , the artists evolved their
personal styles and subject matters by trying to gain a kind of rational control of the
irrational world through their art . They
employed many sources in their search, including primordial and archetypal images,
primitive art , myth and ritual. In the art
works themselves, one way these sources
were used was ip a-non-traditional arranging of composititional elements and improvised gestures. This is clearly seen in
a work in the exhibit by Louise Nevelson,
entitled , SKY PRESENCE Il . Nevelson
extends art beyond the once traditional can-·
vas to dimensions of ~pace. Each small
cubbyhole holds mythical looking gods or
goddesses. The wood is black and African .
looking , making us feel a " sky pre~ence,"
the greater being · that her generation
needed .
The role of the primordial and mythical
can also be seen .in Alchemist, by Paul
Jenkins . We can SEE the spirititual
through the gold color of the canvas . The
painting is magical and shadowy and
bright. A figure looms in the background
with its arms outstretched , looking like liquid gold before it was made solid. Bright
white flashes of the alchemi st's fire flash
in the canvas . Jenkins , in an abstract expressionist mode , has his colors, inks, and
paints flow into oue another. The
ALCHEMIST , like the generation of his
creator, is looking for the touchstone, the
truth.

The second generation of American
Abstract Expressionists , headed by Mark
Rothko , preferred patient exploration of
carefully mediated color relationships as
opposed to the flowing paint of Jackson
Pollock or Paul Jenkins . NONET, by
Elaine Kurtz , follows in the footsteps of
the second generation. NONET consists of
nine vertical canvasses, each attached to
the other and ranging in shades of col~r
from maroon to blue. Each rectangular
canvas has various colors in it and explores
color and depth perception. Kurtz branches
off the questions raised by the Abstract Ex- ·
pressionists : what is art? what is color?
what are paintings? what is the meaning
and importance of form?
Another work which questions form is
Appel's ELEPHANT , a brightly colored
and glazed earthenware sculpture. When
you first look at the elephant, you aren't
sure what it is , then it begins to tell you
about itself and ends up an interesting and
·fun and provocative work of art.
-Other sculpture included Gary Jurysta's
acrylic on wood joyful expressions,
espcially the JULY VARIATIONS and the
PORTALS . The artist painted small pieces
of wood and arranged them into bright
emotional patterns.
Fritz Bultman's TRIPARTITE is a large
C:Ollage composed of primary colors and
abstract shapes. The three dimensional
medium allows Bultman to merge the
firmer boundaries of expressionism into
the colorful flow of Abstract
Expressionism.
Another three dimensional sculpture was
by Claire Falkenstein, entitled ELEMJ;:NTS #1 . It was a free form of intertwined copper and glass . The strength of
the copper was pitted against the frailty of
glass to once again make us question what
is what.
Another very interesting work was Jean
Reynal's mosaic rattlesnake composed of
yellow, black, green and orange ceramic
tiles. The snake was on the stand , held up
in the air by two posts and the snake
stretc.hes out and coils on itself. Her work
becomes a fusion of mosaicist and pictorial
devices as it leads a double life: as cube·s
and chunks of glass , stone and mineral ,
with their variety of texture , light reflectivity and color, combined with the pictoral
image/idea of the rattlesnake . So once
again color and texture make us question
reality .
From the beginning of Abstract Expressionism when Pollack, de Kooning , et al .
favored expression in which accident and
chance played significant roles , we come
to an artist like Reynal where every small
tile is purposefully placed. But the current
artists still express themselves and the
doubts and questions of the time . No longer is Abstract Expressionism seen to be an
attack on the art of painting , but as one of
the most important artistic and philosophical contributions to the twentieth century.

John Abajan, as Ken Talley, is comforted by Bill Fagerbakke, Jed.

FIFTH OF JULY,
a play by Lanford Wilson
At Portland Stage Co.,
April 11-May 3, call 774-0465
A Review by Pamela Gordon
Pulitzer prize winning playwright, Lanford Wilson, tells the story of the Talley
clan in his play Fifth of July. The-Talleys
are a family based on a farm near Lebanon,
Missouri in 1977. The first act takes place
on Independence Day , the second the
following morning.
Fifth of July is a deep , thought:provoking play about life; expectations ,
limited hopes, goals , trials, and above all,
love. The strongest love in the play is between two gay men , Ken and Jed. Their
love is seen to be solid emotionally and its
strength is symbolized physically when Jed
helps to move and carry his lover, Ken ,
who had lost both legs in the Vietnam war.
It was good to see a strong gay love - certainly a welcome change from a work like
The Boys in the Band.
However , the fact that Ken was ·gay
seemed almost secondary . What was important was that until the play's end, he had
made no choices in his life, he had just lef
life carry him along. We discover he was
supposed to go to Canada after he was
drafted , but didn 't bother, thus going to
war and losing his legs. Now , in 1977, he
was supposed to teach , but hadn 't bothered
to renew his contract. In comparison to
Ken , J-iis lover Jed is emotionally rooted
in his life on the farm ; symbolized by his ·
literal rootedness in the soil as he -planted
an English garden that would take years
to reach fruitation. Ken could not plant his
roots, could not dig in , could not commit
himself.
The main characters come of age jn the
'60s, full of dreams and idealism. They
blew their minds away with drugs , and had
their bodies blown away by war . So , in
I 977 , they end up kind of lost. But suddenly the answers come through as the
oldest member of the family , ~unt Sally ,
teaches us. She symbolically lets go of her
past and reclaims the family farm by strew-

ing t-he cremated ashes of her husband on the land. In reality , and symbolically, she
plants herself and the family in the present .
She demonstrates that you must first of all
survive, make the best 'of it, but be sure
you survive.
This is the final message of the play .
Dreaming dreams, taking drugs are escapes; the here and_now , the truth, must
be dealt with . This finally , is the true
heroism of life, its most difficult task: to
see life without its veil of idealism and to
still cope and survive. Idealism and dreams
are the Fourth of July : exciting, brightcolored, energetic, out-of-reach fireworks .
Survival is the fifth of July : the day after
the holiday , the return to less colorful
everyday living .
The Fourth of July symbolizes America
and America was•begun by the 17th century English settlers, the Puritans. They
came to America to find " a city set upon
a hill , " a place to "make things new."
From its begining, America was believed
to be something special and above worldly pursuits . The Puritans came a,s Thomas
Hooker preached, "to plante themselves."
In Fifth ofJuly, the protests and idealism
of the ' 60s is equivalent to the Puritan's
reach for the "city upon a hill." But like
their Puritan ancestors, they could not
form a new pure society living a life
removed from reality . The Puritans
crashed into the necessity of Capitalism
and the generation of the '60s crashed into the reality of the Vietnam war. So the
play tells us that the bestplanting to do now
is more realistic , based in actual life , not
in hopes. It is symbolized by Jed's garden
that will take over 100 years to grow and
demands constancy , faith and dedication .
It is now the job of each individual to work
out his or her own salvation . When the'
fireworks fizzle out, love and commitment
are left as the tools to build a new future .
As Ken says in Act 2, "They realized that
there was no other life in the universe, and
that they were alone .. . it was up to them
to become all the things they had imagined
they would find ." He realizes that there
is still hope , but that each individual must
take responsibility for life. At the end of
The Fifth ofJuly, the characters were ready
to face the sixth with their new knowledge .
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Buffy_''Drags'' On
"I'm as nervous as a whore in church!"
. .. and I was too , as I had the pleasure of
being in my first drag show. March 29th ,
at -Papa Joe's (80 Water Street, here in
Augusta) we had afabulous even(ng . The
night included a delicious dinner, consisting of Chicken Cacciatore, mixed veggies , salad, and a marvelous "caloriefree'' dessert . We could only pray for such
a thivg. Anyway, the show was a wonderful success. Fm sure the name CHEETAH
rings a b~ll with a few of you . Well, she
happens to be a good friend of inine ... and
she was the Mistress of Ceremonies. Of
course, she did a splendid job . Another
favorite ·of the show, was the wonderful
DEIDRA!! She always packs the house
full, especially when she does her "School
Teacher" routine. It's too , too funny. If
you haven't seen that , you haven't experienced life to its fullest. We had a
special guest from out of town. The
beautiful DANIELLE hit the stage with her
rendition of "Over the Rainbow ." The
feeling and emotion just poured all over
the club as she sang. It brought tears to my
eyes. Another dear friend of mine had her
debut that evening. MAME won the hearts
of the audience, as she sang that night. If
there had been an award for the most applause, MAME would have definitely
taken it home with her. You can bet your
sweet self, that MAME _will be returning
for another show in the future . Finally, appearing for the second show, DEVILYN;
she's a very sweet and innocent type. We
grew up together and are very close. She
will appear in the next show as well.

SPEAKING OF THE NEXT SHOW .. .it
is tentatively scheduled for August or
September. I will let you know as soon as
I get the official word ; from my dear friend Dick .. -.the owner and operator of Papa
Joe's . He is such a sweet man. If any of
y~u folks want to have a good time , in a
la1_d-back, friendly atmosphere ... come on
down and see for yourself. You' re sure to
have a good time where "YOU'LL FIND
NO STRANGERS, JUST FRIENDS
YOU HAVEN'T MET!!" Out of all the
b~rs in this wonderful state, it's my opinion that Papa Joe's is the ultimate for fun
and good times.
Let's talk weather!! April was not a fun
month ... or it didn't start out as such. That
hideous flood ruined central and southern
Maine. For those of you, remember the
FLOOD OF '36 . . .yes , dears, I do
_ remember that one. I'm a lot older than
you think .. .you will agree the '87 flood
was a lot worse. '.fhe private homes and
businesses that were totally lost.. .it's so
sad to think of the amount of money wasted ·
_a~d also the amount it will cost to get
thmgs back .together again . Many thanks
must &_o to the RED CROSS and the NATIONAL GUARD, for their volunteer
. work. I remember when I had the pleasure
of working with the National Guard. I
''volunteered'' my services to them in a
way THEY OR l will never forget. I'm
sure you folks don't need a detailed
diagram.
A sure sign of spring is seeing the first
robin on your back lawn. W-ell, I have seen
the famous robin and I know summer is
just around the corner. Before you know

it, we ' ll be on the beaches and going to the
summer festivals and haviJ!g a jolly good ~
time . Then ... like a slap in the face the
leaves turn gold and red. Oh well , life is
too short to worry about minor little
details .. .like getting older, for example .
AGE is just a game that life plays on you.
You can be the winner of this game if you
have the right frame of mind. It's all in the
head·.. .. no gentlemen , not THAT one ...
and if you turn 50 but have the heart and
mind of a 20-year-old . .. then you are the
winner in this game of life. Of course you
may never win the game of MEGABUCKS and be rich.in material possesions,
but you will be rich in mind , body and
soul. Now isn't that the most important
part?!
That reminds me, I had a friend who
lived in Florida. Her name is not important, ~ut her story is. ihis woman was a
complete loser. Lonely? She made the
Maytag repairman look busy. She made
Marie Osmond look like tramp. The girl
was tighter than my fifth face lift. Yes,
folks , she was not a pretty sight. Then she
met me. Well , let me tell you what I d_id.

a

Blueberry Cove Workshops 1987.
Women's Building School, 7/5-10; Music
and Healing - Susan Savell, 7/10-12 ;
Herbs and Healing - Deb Soule and Arifa
Boehler, 7/17-19; Psychosynthesis Ramsey Raymond and · Mariel Kinsey,
7 /24-26; Dreamwork, Healing and
Creativity- Ramsey Raymond, 7/31-8/2;
Women 's Beginners Sailing School,
7/26-31 and 8/23-28; Women in Recovery
from - Chemical Dependency, 8/16-21;
Women's Creative Writing weekend with
writer Joan Larkin; Crowsfeet Dance Collective, 9/11 - 13; Libana ~ Eastern European Song and Dance from Women's Traitions, 9t25-2-7 or mor information:
HCR, Box 520, Tenants Harbor, Maine
04860, (207) 372-6353 .

Women's Weekend - Mount Desert Island, Maine. May 22-25 (3 nights) . Eight
housekeeping cottages on. Frenchman's
Bay, just 5 miles from Bar Harbor, 3 miles
from ,Acadia National Park. Beautiful
private location with beach. $80 for two.
Includes all linens. Call (207) 862-2422 or
write Shore Acres, 40 Riverview Rd.,
Hampden, ME 04444.
Come to the coast! Quiet, peacefilled ,
· accessible, fragrant pines, clean air, crystal
blue water. Rocky islands str_e tch the eye
and fill the heart. Hike, rest, read, feast at
our local restaurants, or cook that lobster
yqurself. Why wait another year? Reasonable, seasonal, owned by lesbians. Sea
Gnomes' Home, P.O. Box 33, Stonington,
Maine 04681. We fill up fast!
Rooms for -Rent: 50 & 60 weekly . April
1st until May 30 in 0 .0.B., ME. Call for
details after 6 p.m. 934-5295 .

- Petula Clark

You can now call us ~nytime at 773-2294. If we're not
here, our.machine (which, like the phone, we share
with the Feminist Spiritual Community) will take your
message, and someone will get back to you.
____:_ The Our Paper Collective
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Hugs and Kisses from Buffy Louise!!!

Classifieds

~ay Nostalgia wit~ out-of-print gay
hterature from the 1600s to the 1980s.
Paths Untrodden Book Service, Box 459,
Village Station, New York', New York,
10014-0459. Catalog $2.

Call me, maybe it's late but just call m~ ...

I enrolled her into my special "How- :_
To . .. '' classes and she was never the same .
I turned_this shy, frightened little kitten into
a sex-crazed tiger. I was so, so proud of
her. Now, you folks are probably saying,
" What's the big deal? " Honey pies , this
woman- was 85 years old!! When I got
through with her , she was like these
modern age teenagers . You know the type,
they have more sex than the entire country of China!! Anyway , my dear friend is
no longer with us. She died NOT of a
stroke, heart-attack,. or old age. You might
say , she died in battle. She was slugged
by one of the Dallas -Cowboy Cheerleaders , when she made a pass at her
boyfriend . You'd be ·surprised how much
one of those megaphones actually weigh . . .,_
OH MY HEAVENS!!! If I don't stop
here, I'll be late for church! Don't act so
surprised, even I nave a close relationship
with the man upstairs . Of course, there are
too many Upstairs men I don't have a .relationship with . Have a fabulou.s day, darlings . TA TA.

Bed and Breakfast accomodations for
women at Kellen Farm, a peaceful country setting in Ashfield , MA. Enjoy sheep
and goats ; swim and hike nearby; visit
Northampton and Tanglewood. Brochure.
413-628-4703.
GMC, 40s and 20s looking for safe-sex
good times in our No. NH home with singles, couples, multiples. Write to Alan
POB 294, Conway, NH, 03818 or cali
(603) 367-8304.
GWM, 24: ~ '10.", 140 lbs :, hazel eyes,
b~own hair, shm, clean, attractive,
d1~cree~. Enjoy movi~s. dancing, beach,
ski, weights, spending a romantic nite with
. that special someone like myself between
- 18-26 slim, attractive, young. Have home
near Portland, work.in Conway, NH. Send
photo , phone, address to DLS, P.O. Box
869, Conway, NH 03818.
Gay Mal~, 34, possibly returning to college, lo~king for one or two gay males between thirty and forty to either share current ~pa1:ment with or look for apartment
startmg m June· or July. Occupant, P.O.
Box 542 , Kittery , ME 03904!
Gay male friend wanted! GWM, 48, 185
lbs. Interests include health , travel, arts _
outdoors '. ~arpentry, etc. Let's excha'rrg;
letters, v1s1ts , and good times. Ron, P.O .
Box 1169, Sanford, ME 04073
-,- The ;rate for clauifiecla: ia U to, 30
;words, lOt for each additional wont. For
peraonala_add ft for babdling; All ac1amuat be piepaid. Mail ada to Our p ~
P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME <MUM.W;

ask that ~ou not u1e sexually eir.plicit _ 1
langu• m your ~ a l a . Reej,ollN9
to pencmala will not be opene,i by Our
Pa.per and will be forwarded to you~

menthly.
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THE IN_N • two village square
__ Ocean view guest house with
sundeck, pool, exerciseroom ..
Wooded setting overlooking
the village , Walk to shops,
beach, restaurants, piano &
dance bars. 1987 Brochure (207) 646-5779
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=========Lesbtgay ,N et\Vork=======
AIDS Action of Central Maine
p;o. Box 3113
Lewiston, Me. 04240
AIDS Hotline 782-6113
AIDS-Line
775-1267 and 1-800-851-AIDS
Mon. & Wed. ,6-9 p.m, Sat. 10 a.m.-1 p.m.
The AIDS Project
48 Deering St.
Portland, Me. 04101
Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance
Box 569
Bates College
Lewiston, ME 04240
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight Coalition
(BAGLSC)
c/o 87 Sunset Strip
Brwer, Me. 04412 '
Bowdoin Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance
Bowdoin College
Brunswick, Me. 04011 ,
Chiltern Mountain Club
P.O. ~x 407
Boston, Mass. 02117
207-883-6934
DELGO
Unitarian Church
126. Union St.
Bangor, Me. 04401
Tel: 942-6503
I

Dignity/Maine
P.O. Box 8113
Portland, Me. 04104

Greater Portland N.0.W.
P.O. Box 4012 Station A
,Portland 04101

Feminist Spiritual Community
,9 Deering St.
P.O. Box 3771
Portland, Me. 04104
773-2294
Fredericton Lesbians and Gays
Box 1556, Station A
' Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada
Free To Be
11 King St.
Augusta, Me. 04330

-

Harbor Masters Inc.
P.O. Box 4044
Portland, Me. 04101
Lesbian/Gay Committee
Me. Chapter Nat'I. Assoc. of Social
Workers
P .0. Box 5112, Station A
Portland, Me. 04101

Friends and Parents of Gays
725-4769 (Brunswick)

Lovers Only Friendship Club
Statewide Connections
P.0 -. Box 1044
Bangor, ME 04401

GLM (Gais et Lesbiennes de Moncton)
C.P. 7102
Riverview, N.B. , Canada

Maine Bisexual People''s Network
P.O. Box 1792
Portland, Me. 04104
780-4085 (messages)

Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
c/o First Parish Unitarian Church
425 Congress St.
Portland 04101

Maine Connection
P.O . .Box 5245,
Station A
Portland, Me. 04102

Gay/Lesbian Parents Support Group
780-4085 or 772-.4741
Portland

Maine Health Foundation, Inc.
P.O. box 7329 DTS
Portland 04112

Gay/Lesbian Alliance
92 Bedford St.
Portland 04102
780-4085

Maine Lesbian feminists
P.O. Box 125
Belfast 04915

Our Paper
P.O. Box 10744
Portland, Me. 04104
Portland Area Men's Group (PGM) c/o P.O. Box 681
Scarborough, Me. 04074
Portland Pride Committee
P.O. Box 5112, Sta. A
Portland, Me. 04112
883-6934

USM Women 's Forum
University of Southern Mai_ne
92 Bedford St.
Portland 04103
Vermonters for Lesbian and Gay Rights
(VLGR)
Box 281
Hinesburg, VT 05461
Wilde-Stein Club
Memorial Union
University or" Maine - Orono
Oro.no 04469

Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
P.O. Box 108
Yarmouth, ME. 04096 _

Gav and° Lesbian Genealogy Club
P.O. Box 1044
Bangor , ME 04401

New Hampshire Citizens Alliance for Gay
and Lesbian Rights
P.O. Box 756
Contoocook, N.H. 03329
603-228-9009

Gay Men Social Association
P.O. Box 294
Conway, N.H. 03818
Tel: 603-367-8304

Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance for discussion , support and planning every Sunday, 8:30 p.m. in Hirasawa
Lounge , Chase Hall , Bates College,
Lewiston .
.:

Northern Lambda Nord - last Sunday
of the month - business meeting , 1 p.m .
followed by potluck.
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
(MLGPA) - every third Sunday of the
month. Meetings rotated throughout state .
See Calendar listing for location and time .

Seacoast Gay Men - every Monday , 7-9
p.m. (except first Monday and holdays) .
Unitarian-Universalist Church , 292 State
St. , Portsmouth, NH (side door near basement). Call Mark , (207) .646-2748 .
·Greater Bangor NOW, fourth Monday of
every month , 7-9 p.m. Call 989-3306 for
info.
Adult Chililren of Alchoholics (ACOA)
- open discussion with focus of gay/lesbian issues , 7:30-9 P·IT\· YWCA , 87
Spring St. , Portland.
I

TUESDAYS
Dignity /Maine, every Sunday~ 5: 30-7
p.m., First Parish Church , 425 Congress
St. , Portland (rear entrance).
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight
Coalition (BAGLSC) meets the first Sundays and third Thursdays of every month
at 87 Sunset Strip in Brewer at 7 :00 p .m.

MONDAYS
Feminist Spiritual Community - every
Mpnday at 7 p.m ., Friends Meeting
House ,' Forest Ave ., Portland , 773-2294
(come early).
AIDS Action of Central Maine - fi rst
Monday of every month at Sportsman' s,
2 Bates St., Lewiston, 8 p.m. Call Phil
Ellis , 784-5047 or 782-611 3.

Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight
Coalition (BAGLSC) meets the second
Tuesday of every month at 87 Sunset Strip
in Brewer at 7 :30 p .m .
Greater Portland N.O.W.
fourth
Tuesday of the month , YWCA , 87 Spring _
St. , Portland , 7 :30 p.m.
Alcoholics An9nymous - Gays in
Sobriety - every Tuesday , 7 :30 p .m. ,
First Parish U ni ver sali st-Unitarian
Chµrch , 425 Congress St. , Portland .
Gay/Lesbian Al-Anon - every Tuesday,
7 :30-8 :30· p.m ., First Parish UnitarianUniversalist Church , 425 Congress St. ,
Portland .

I

· Seacoast Gay Men
P.O. Box 1394
Portsmouth, NH 03801

Women's Community Project
P.O. Box 3733
Portland, Me. 04104

li =========== Meetings
SUND/\YS

Northern Lambda Nord
P.O. Box 990
Caribou, Me. 04736
NLN gay Phoneline, 498-2088

•
Wilde-Stein Club - Thursday evening
6-9 p.m., Sutton Lounge , Memorial
Union, UMO .

Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays
- last Tuesday of the mont h, 7:30. First
Pa rish Church Pilgrim House, 9 Cleavela nd St. , Brunswick . Call 725-4769 for
info rma tion .

Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous every Thursday , step meeting , 7:30 p.m.
First Parish Unitarian-Universali st
Church , 425 Congress St., Portland.

Our Paper staff meeting - every Tuesday , 7 :30 p.m. 9 Deering St. , Portland .
New members are welcome.

FRIDAYS
Free To Be Group of AA - meets
Fridays &t 7:30 p.m., Jewett Hall , UMA ,
room 114 .'
"

~

THURSDAYS

\

Bowdoin Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance,
every Thursday , 7-9 p. m. , Chase Barn ,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick.

Gay/Lesbian Alliance - every other Friday at 7 p.m. , 92 Bedford St. , Portland ,
780-4085.

Pride Commitee bt1siness and planning
meeting, last Thursday of every montb ,
6:30 p.m. , 48 Deering St. , Portland. All
welcome . Call 883-6934 .

Alcoholics Anonymous meets every Friday , 8-9:~0 p.m. - Gays Together in
Sobriety (open discus sion) , Chri st
Episcopal Church , 80 Lafayette Rd ., Portsmouth , NH .

SATURDAYS

Lesbian/Gay Alcoholics Anonymous every Thursday , discussion meeting at 8
p.m. , Unitarian Church , Main Street,
·Bangor.

Free To Be Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics
Anonymous - every Saturday , 8 p.m. ,
The Hou~e , 60 Oak St. (corner -Blake),
Lewiston .

VLGR (Vermonters for Lesbian and
.Gay Rights) meets first and third Thursday of every month at 7:30 p.m. at the
Peace and Justice Center, 186 College St. ,
Burlington , VT.

Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight
Coalition (BAGLSC) dances meet the
fi rst and third Saturdays of each month
from 8:00 to I :00 at the old Bango·r Community College Student Union.

Calendar
· Friday, May 1
_
Holly Near at the University of Maine,
Orono .
through Sunday, May 3
" Fifth of July " at Portland Stage
Company
Tuesday, Ma y 5
Portland city elections
Thursday, May 7
NASW Maine Conference on Professinal Work with Lesbians and Gay Men.
Sheraton, South Portlaf)d
Friday, May 8
Susan - S~ntag and other speakers.
Augusta Ci'vic Center

M onday , May 11
Gay Rights bill hearing, Augusta. State
House , 1 p.m. Call 87 1- 1555 fo r details
Friday, May 15 through
Saturday, May 17
Mainely Men. retreat in Gardiner . call
Willy at 8~3-9797
Saturday, May 16
Deidre McCalla and Kate Clinton. First
Parish , 425 Congress St. , Po rtland. 8:00

GREAT.TIMES!
Times Roman. that is. It's
just one of the many type styles
available at The Type Room.
Complete typesetting and
proofreading service. Women~
owned and operated.
,._,._........_
.
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Saturday, May 16
Roseanne Mc;irelli at Lewiston Jr. High
School, 8:00 p.m. Call 782-6 ll3 for
details .
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